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Finishing up with Tapati Rapanui 2007 – Three Images
Jan 6, 2021

I decided that the first thing I needed to accomplish in 2021 is finish up with the three Easter Island sub-folios.
The three images here are the last (I assume at this point) that I will add to the Tapati Rapanui 2007 section. The
reatured image was a little questionable – I was having to pan the action a little and it’s not the sharpest of my
images. But I love the subject matter. This was a long banana-run relay. And for the first time a team of four
women entered the event. Here the final carrier of the 44 pounds of bananas is accompanied by the runners of
the first three legs across the finish line. I took note of the fact that, unlike most of the men the women wore
sneakers – I hardly blame them.
The second image, below, was taken during Parade-prep outside of town. This young lady is finished being
painted up and heading out on her bike.
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While I took a lot of exposures of practice sessiions, this is the only one I’m using – the outdoor stage is still
being set up at this point, and one of the candidate’s youth dancers are in the early stages of rehearsal.

As always, Blog images added to Folios are viewed at their best there – where they are also downloadable.
Subjects, related parties and somethimes others will be sent higher resolution files on request.These have been
added on Page 11, as well as to the Tapati 2007 Page.
SITE NOTE:
• Preiodically it is necessary to clear accumulated Blog postings in their original form. However they can be
accessed easily (perhaps more easily) grouped in PDF form – at the top of the Archives page. They are all
caught up as of January 1.
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Four Tapati 2008 Stage Images
Jan 11, 2021

I finished reviewing the Tapati 2008 outdoor stage images – at night after a day of competitions. These four have
been added both to the Folio – on Page 11 – and to the Tapati 2008 Page. That leaves a review of day
competition images. Separating the review like this helps tackle over 30,000 exposures. While the three images
below depict people, the opening shot is a b&w of the center section of the stage backdrop itself. With color lights
on it it could be striking but, as always, I’m after what is obscured by the “noise" that can be color.
Below, Felipe Tuki, father of Viviana, one of the three Tapati Queen candidates in 2008, plays the accordeon and
sings a traditional Rapanui song in that part of the competition for points. The accordeon came to the Island early
on along with tango, with Argentinian sailors, quickly becoming part of the culture.

Four Tapati 2008 Stage Images

The next two images are from my favorite of the historical skits in the 2008 festival. There was pretty much no
need for translation into English. The fellow below is a suitor bringing offerings to the family of his bride, at the
same time showing his prowess as a provider.

Four Tapati 2008 Stage Images

Then, of course, the marriage ceremony – which was followed by the “groom” running off stage carrying the
joyful “bride”.
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For Fun – A Moai/Carver Profile and two more Haka Pei

I say “for fun” because of the Haka Pei images. First of all they were both so far away that, even with a 400mm
lens, I had to crop almost ridiculously and interpolate. Then, when photographing Haka Pei, one needs to pan
with the motion – not side to side – down at an alomst 45 degree angle while trying to match the speed. I’m not
bad at level panning, but I found my angular panning to be rather lacking. The opening shot is something of a
new favorite though – this Moai was being carved for part of the Tapati Rapanui competition. The two workers
were using hatchets and chisels. I immediately noticed the profile lines, including the body, of both carving and
carver and took my shot. The lighting was a little tricky, but a little digital darkroom magic fixed that.
The first Haka Pei image below catches one of the contestants about half way down the hill. They can reach 50
miles per hour. He was doing pretty good.

The next guy wasn’t faring all that well. The “sled” started turning, eventually throwing him off the front edge as it
continued down the hill. Then it proceded to run over him – and these things are extremely heavy. He
disappeared completely from view in the dust, eventually rising to his feet to throw his arms up to tell everyone he
was alright, as the sled continued down the hill without him. This is the moment where he was thrown over the
front. Reminding everyone why there is always an ambulance waiting at the bottom just in case.
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Next to last batch of additions to Tapati Rapanui 2008
Jan 22, 2021

At this point in rounding out the Rapanui images, it’s something of a random categorical thing. This lot especially.
The first image, above is one I did not remember having, or maybe I was just too intimidadated by the the
challenges involved in actually getting an image out of the exposure.
Even at 400mm, the subject was a very, very small part of the exposure. The amount of interpolation would have
taken a full frame to be maybe 3’x4’. And this was just to get this part to somewhere around a 12x16. I did it in
stages, carefully. Then I was very careful to treat the foreground and background totally different. In the end, I
like it. The subject was moving very fast, and I was having to pan to the right and down at almost a 45 degree
angle (kind of a tricky pan to hold).
Below is the portrait I took of her immediately after the run – it was used on the cover of MoeVarua, a wonderful
little magazine distrubuted to tourists and airline passengers arriving on the Island (that would be the original
color exposure, of course).
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See it here, last image on Page 2 of the Easter Island Folio.

The second new image is a young lady I don’t have a name for. She’s part of the basket weaving competition.
The image captures a little of how fascinating it can be to watch the process.

The final image is of Viviana, one of the Queen candidates (and a friend) taking a break from the competitions
and holding her niece. I hope Vivi likes this one.
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Easter Island Folio Page 11 • Tapati Rapanui 2008
SITE NOTE
• I was putting together some images for another on-line folio and found that I couldn't resist adding a couple
more of my Hafla images to the Folio (another of Amartia and one of Azyra). It’s not uncommon for me to review
exposures and see potential where I didn’t at first. HERE.
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Final addition to Tapati Rapanui 2008 and a couple of Rapanui portest
march images
Jan 29, 2021

Yes there are protest demonstrations and marches on Easter Island. On one of our trips the Rapanui were
getting fed up with ancient Moai being shipped out for display by museums around the world, only to return
damaged. That one gained enough momentum to be successful. While there is a movement by some Islanders
for independence, below, most of the efforts are in the area of controlling the uncontrolled influx of mainlanders.
When we arrived in 2006 for our year’s stay, by far the majority of Islanders were Rapanui. And very few tourists,
maybe two flights a week landed. By 2016, our last stay, hotels were springing up and there were well over a
dozen flights a week. At the same time, Native Rapanui were easily outnumbered by mainlanders who just
showed up and stayed. Suddenly crime was rampant.
A steady stream of protests, on multiple levels, has led to Rapanui control of how long non-Rapanui can remain
on the Island. As you can see, we bore witness to some of the early marches, in which some good friends were
involved.
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I’m sure the “independence” seekers are still active, but expanding autonomy seems to be what is happening.
The increasing population was aggravating problems other than pushing the Rapanui into a minority – clean
water, sewage, trash accumulation, far too many cars, etc. Recent progress in controlling outsiders could give
the Island much needed time to handle these issues. One thing I learned from taking part in a number of union
protests and strikes is that it seems to help to have factions involved who want even more, leaving room to
compromise.

Another review of the Tapati 2008 images turned up this one. Shooting the youty horse races was something of a
challenge. I used my favorite in the first book. The exposure for this was taken in an earlier heat, with this
determioned young fellow far in the lead.
As always, Blog images added to Folios are viewed at their best there – where they are also downloadable.
Subjects, related parties and somethimes others will be sent higher resolution files on request. These were
added to E.I Folio Page 11
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Thunder – The First of Three Postings to Finish Up Images Related to
Roberto Pakomio
Feb 3, 2021

Patiri means thunder in Rapanui. Roberto said they decided on the name because he was conceived the first
time his parents got together – we got the point. Many of the images of Roberto that I’m adding to the Easter
Island Folio, and to the separate Pakomio section, were taken as personal images. With Roberto now gone, I
was asked to make a point of creating a body of relavent images. The three today all include Patiri. The intro
image is of little Patiri’s (Thunder”s) baptism.
We arrived back on the Island on one of our trips soon after Patiri was born. The Next image is Roberto coming
over to show him off (in the earlier posting of him he wasn’t born yet - HERE):
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The third image was taken during the following year’s trip, after the baptism. It’s probably my favorite picture of
Roberto. By our next visit the couple had separated and Patiri was on the mainland with his mother. This was at
Terry’s July 4th celebration in 2009. That would make Patiri about 11 and a half years old now. I like to think he
would like to see these pictures.
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As always, Blog images added to Folios are viewed at their best there – where they are also downloadable.
Subjects, related parties and somethimes others will be sent higher resolution files on request. These are all also
in Roberto’s page HERE.
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Building a Wall and Clowning Around – with Roberto
Feb 9, 2021
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Building a Wall and Clowning Around – with Roberto

As I mentioned last time, most of the images I have of Roberto were more along the line of personal snapshots.
But, like with my family pictures when the kids were growing up, they still end up as b&w's.
I took a series of shots of Roberto building this wall, from when the rocks were unceremoniously dumped at the
site to the very impressive finished product. A friend was planning to return to the Island after a long absence and
Roberto was determined to single handedly consturct a front wall and gateway.
Walls and sturctures built this way dot the Island, many of them hundreds of years old. The stone is particularly
good for this partly because it is jagged and sharp volcanic tuff all around – making for excellent contact and
hold.
The other two images below are simply roberto being Roberto. In the first, he's walking downtowm and decides
to jokingly pose in the middle of the street, showing off his hair.
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The final image was taken at the tail end of the Tapati 3008 parade, after dark with a lot of dancing in the street
to the music coming off the outdoor stage. Here a young tourist came up and wanted to take part in the dancing.
We noted that Roberto was extremely careful to avoid any actual contact, while at the same time setting up the
scene for someone she had with her taking pictures.

As always, Blog images added to Folios are viewed at their best there – where they are also downloadable.
Subjects, related parties and somethimes others will be sent higher resolution files on request. These are
on Easter Island Folio Page 12 and the Roberto Pakomio page.
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Finishing up the Roberto Pakomio tribute page addendom to the folio
Feb 23, 2021

There are only a handful of images to add to the Easter Island Folio at this point. Here I’m finishing up with those
that relate to Roberto Pakomio - friend, musician and artist. The images are also in the general folio of course.
On his tribute page I also added a link to the only music video he put out of one of his songs, on my YouTube
channel – at the time it took me two days to upload it from the Island. After the final thumbnail, I added another
YouTube link - Roberto singing “Blowin in the Wind” in Rapanui, Spanish and English”. BOTH LINKS ARE
BELOW…
The intro image was taken at one of Terry’s 4th of July parties. Jacobo Hey and Roberto are playing guitar
together on her taupea, or veranda. In the image below, Roberto had just finished a couple of days of carving
and erecting a striking wood pole and sign for his Aunt and Uncle. He brought them out to look and posed for
this.
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Finally, the last picture I took of Roberto - at Cafe Makona with
Alexandra. I didn’h have a camera with me, just an early iPhone.
It’s one of our favorites anyway.
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Check our these images in the Folio, or better yet on Roberto’s tribute page, link below. First though check out
his music video on YouTube – this was our Roberto. We have his CDs, all numbers composed and written by him
– it’s a shame that there’s no way to get them because they are as good as any music out there, even without
understanding a word. The music in the video is just one example:
MO TAUA ANA MO ORA
Roberto Pakomio tribute page •

• Blowin in the Wind in Rapanui, Spanish and English
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The Founders
Mar 9, 2021

Scanning through my exposures of Easter Island for missed gems, I rediscovered this. I would regularly jog the
three miles around the block from Terry’s. In late 2016, our last trip, I spotted this back in a field off the “ old”
around the corner from the “Jardin” or Garden Center. An obviously very talented sculptor, or sculptors, was
launching something of a major project. There were multiple stone platforms like this. On this one were two
ginormous statues – pretty sure representing the Hotu Matua and Vakai-a-hiva (hope I got this right), legentary
founders of Rapa Nui.
We went back with cameras and roamed around, checking out the platforms and looking for angles. Nan actually
made the original exposure for this one – standing in the same spot from which I took mine, only her height
difference lower making for an improved angle. Ouch. Fortunately her point-snd shoot at that point shot RAW, So
I decided to start with her exposure rather than mine – appreciating that little bit of angle improvement.
These striking, raised, large sculptures are outside of town, in a direction few tourists would ever go. I shot this
near the end of our last trip in late 2016, so have no real information as to what is planned for the site, the purpose, etc.
Been busy this week with some other stuff – including getting my first covid shot, so there’s only this one image.
However I managed to identify a couple more to work up quite soon in the way of overlooked images…
This on Page 12 of Easter Island Folio for viewing and downloading.
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Ruperto Tepano and Mokomai Levitating
Mar 17, 2021
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Late Night Coffee – in 500 Pieces
Mar 20, 2021

Once a work of art is finished, Nan and I both are more interested in finding ways to have fun with it than turning
it into cash. I like to get jigsaw puzzles made from her paintings. In the past we shelled out for the fancy wooden
piece things – wow, in the neighborhood of $150 for a 500 piece puzzle. Lots of fun to put together but with a
couple of negatives: image is a little flat because they can’t laser burn cut with coated paper, and the burn smell
bothers Nan (not me). Those have been floating around the family for a while now.
This time around we are trying regular cardboard puzzles, custom made from painting images. Two so far. This is
a shot of Nan’s new Havre de Grace painting Late Night Coffee made into a 500 piece puzzle. Very, very tricky
to assemble (paintings tend to be more difficult anyway because of the impression of rather than actual detail).
When we first opened this one we thought it would be impossible – the pieces all looked so similar. But, as you
can see, as it goes together one can see how nicely they reproduced the image. These aren’t actually that
inexpensive either, coming to 35-40 dollars each. But fun. One negative I found with this one, at least with the
outfit we used, is the tendency to crop the image more than expected – just enough here to lose the signature at
the bottom. Next time I’ll pad the edges with just enough black border to make sure the whole thing gets in there.
Now we have to put together the 1000 piece puzzle we had made – the flower diptych Nan has in RiverView right
now combined easily into one image for this one. Nan signs low, just high enough for framing overlap to miss it –
and the crop seems to be about equal to a frame overlap. The issue is the doubling of that – another solution
would be to use a picture of the painting before framing. We are having a lot of fun with these, and the more
difficult the better.
Previous Post | Home Blog
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Jose Tuki – and the Bike Guy

One of the first carvers we met in 2006 was Jose Tuki. This is a shot of him carving what was to be the first addition to what would be a considerable
collection of Island carvings. It’s a small (7.5 inches) honu (or tortuga), male on one side and turn it upside down for female. It’s carved from a rough
volcanic tuff. Naturally it doesn’t lie flat, but we’ve noticed a number of traditional Rapanui carvings are like that. Here are the two sides (from a slight
angle, along with a side view:

Below is a young man we simply called the bike-guy. He could be seen riding around town on the one wheel –
almost never landing on two. This included his trips from the bottom of the hill at Hanga Roa O Tai all the way up
to the Church. It was an astounding feat to watch. Occasionally I would try a shot, but it was almost always from
the back – not all that impressive. Finally I was able to catch this from closer to the front. We watched him for as
long as fifteen or twenty minutes and never saw him falter. This one was taken in 2009 – his demeanor was
always this relaxed, as if he had it down to no real effort whatsoever. Amazing.
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Both are on Page 12 of the Island Folio…
NEW ISLAND PRINT
In December when I posted Sunset Behind the Three Motu, the gallery in town requested that I print it and bring
it in. We’re coming up to having both of our covid shots so I revved up the printer. Often when I put off finalizing
the print file, the web jpg has to be replaced – not this time, it’s fine. But I thought I’d add to the story a little. It’s a
little of a hike around Rano Kau to the southeastern overlook. But the view is worth it. I set up and waited for the
sunset – only to watch the clouds gather on the horizon blocking any view of the sun whatsoever. Nan took one
of my favorite pictures of me sitting and waiting.
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I fired off a couple of shots, getting nothing. Then suddenly the clouds seemed to break right in the center, giving
off a grandiose burst of rays. It was quite a pleasant surprise – so often one waits for no reason whatsoever, and
occasionally one is rewarded for the seeming futile persistence. The print is 15x20 on 20x24 – every b&w image
seems to have a size it works best. Darker images like this simply need to be printed a little larger to open them
up. I’ll be putting it into the gallery in town in April – Folio location HERE.

I still have a small number of Island images in my work-on folder…
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Work and Play
Mar 29, 2021

A couple of everyday work and play scenes. My Easter Island Folio is something of a portrait of Rapa Nui from
the time we were there. Perhaps more akin to a sketch portrait. There are just a few seemingly random subject
matter images left in my work-on folder at this point. Here, I was roaming around Maruka’s yard and crossed
over to the plot next door to watch Ruperto Tepano and one of his boys plowing his garden. Both of them were
mostly in shade while the background was in horrendously harsh sunlight – wow, that was tricky.
Below is a shot I took with my 400mm lens, so I wasn’t actually close at the time. These kids kept climbing the
rock and leaping into the rocked-in tide pool on the edge of town.
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The exposure was taken on the coast, mid-day, with nary a cloud in the sky – very harsh lighting. Once I got
started on these two exposures I didn’t blame myself for leaving them to near last. Not fun.
I’ll be finishing up with my Island folio expansion very soon now. And no, it doesn’t mean it’s impossible that I
could, at some point, make an addition or two. All esposures are potentialities. While most don’t work out, and a
lot do, there are always a few that one simply hasn’t figured out just what to do with as yet. But essentially and
tentatively I'll be calling the folio “complete”. Sometime In April I will catch up the Easter Island posting pdf files
on the Archives page. I’m looking forward to that point – and getting back to my ongoing Havre de Grace project.
Huaaaaaaaa…
Page 12 of the Easter Island Folio for these…
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Nan's Painting Makes for a Diabolical Puzzle
Apr 3, 2021

Occasionally we appreciate a difficult jigsaw puzzle. Recently I had two of Nan’s paintings custom made into
puzzles, the one above as a 1000 piece thing. This image is a combo of the two little paintings forming a diptych
now in RiverView Gallery in town. Little did I know what trauma and fun I was setting us up for – in surprisingly
equal portions.
Jigsaw puzzles come in different levels of difficulty. Oddly enough even a solid white puzzle isn’t much more, or
at all, difficult than a complex image. My Sudoko app on my iPad mini ranks its puzzles as easy, medium,
difficult, hard, evil and diabolical. I try to work one a day from the diabolical level – taking anywhere from 15
minutes to an hour and 15 minutes. Nan’s flower puzzle would surely qualify as diabolical. Why? Well, as tricky
as the image appears at first glance, that’s not the half of it. Nan paints slowly, with multiple layers of varying
color. The effect is depth, and it changes according the the light and/or perspective.
At least a dozen times on this one we were convinced that a piece was missing. There were occasions where we
both had “tried” a series of pieces twice, only to work around the spot and then have one of them simply slip in.
Maybe worse, we would swear that a piece didn’t exist, only to change sides, perspective and lighting, to
immediately spot it. There is a diabolical “misleading” nature to the image on this one. Finishing it has been a
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while coming – and we WILL be sending it along to our oldest, who thought she had us at Christmas by sending
us a measly “difficult” puzzle. We who laugh last…
It’s fun, and not all that expensive to have a work of art turned into a puzzle. One tip: they will crop (for bleed) at
least as much as a frame would. So, especially if photographing a painting while it is in the frame, put a quarter
inch or more black border around the file if it can’t take the cropping.
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Easter Island Project – Volume III?! and Portrait of a Dancer
Page 1 of
1

Apr 5, 2021

Easter Island Project – Volume III?! and Portrait of a Dancer

Admittedly I wasn’t originally planning it, but Nan thinks it would be good, for at least her, to have the balance of
the project b&w images in book form to go along with the two existing volumes she has. Besides, a couple of my
favorite images from the project are in this group. As I was already readying the pdf version to post as a free
download, it will be simple to order a book from the file – albeit costly. There will have to be some doubling up of
images on pages as there are a lot of images to squeeze into a little over 100 pages. Ill adjust the pdf to match.
This will be something of closure, a completing of a project that took on a life of its own, vastly outgrowing the
original concept.
That will be my primary focus for April. It will be nice to have this to work on while I wait for my second covid shot
to become effective and the weather improves. Hopefully by sometime in May I will post the eBook for download
and announce that I am ordering Nan’s hardbound version. At that time I can get a cost quote from the printer
and offer anyone who might want me to add to the order – at the same price. There are some of Volume I still
available (which I’ll throw in for free) and one of Volume II that I would have to charge something for (it was
printed the same limited way).
I’m posting, at Nan’s request, an image of one of the Matatoa dancers. In fact, she made the selection from my
exposures of him herself. Also on Page 12 of the Island folio.
There will probably be a couple of “straggler” images coming – I’ve found that working on a book file sometimes
leads to additions (and/or omissions).
Update: a couple Rapanui graciously posted the young gentleman’s name for me – Poki Tane Haoa Hei.
Suddenly within the last month or so internet connection to the Island has made a quantum leap. That increases
the potential to get a lot more names that I would like to add to images. And makes me want to work that much
harder to provide them.
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Nan Picks Another One – again without a name
Apr 11, 2021
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Nan Picks Another One – again without a name

As I begin work on the third Island PDF book file, Nan seems to want to make sure I don’t miss anything she
might want in there (see, she gets the hard-bound volume). She selected a couple more – this one and another
I’m working on that is proving a little problematic. Again, I would love to have a name – I believe he danced with
Kari Kari.
I’m adding it to Page 12 in the folio where any can be downloaded. I’ll reiterate, anyone associated with subjucts
of the portraits that needs/wants a higher resolution print file needs only to let me know – I’ll provide a link.

Name Hunt: there are a number of images of people in the Easter Island Folio where I do not have names.
Initially it took trips to the Island to get them – now it looks like I might be able to try something different. I’m
working on a posting (or two) where I create a grid of 4, 6 or 9 images with links to full size folio versions, looking
for names. I’ll probably number them to avoid confusion.
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Hugo Playing and his Carving
Apr 18, 2021
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Hugo Playing and his Carving

Working on finishing up the Island Image collection with a couple of shots of people we knew. Above is Hugo (no, I
don’t have a surname) playing with Matatoa in 2008. I’d gotten what I needed of the dancers and was using a
zoom lens to bring up players behind, When shooting action I like to use a slow shutter speed and concentrate on
getting the head, or at least the eyes, still. Further movement-blur helps tell the story.
A couple of years later we found ourselves returning few times to one of the booths in the Artisinal in town, trying
to catch it open. This moai kavakava below was there and we really wanted to add it to our collection. Turned out
Hugo carved it. It’s It’s 15 inches tall and actually stands on its own (not all that common with these). The turned
head is a little different too. The carving is very nicely done and it is tied for the most we were able to spend for a
piece in our collection.

Image in Easter Island Folio on Page 12. I’m still working on a grid of thumbnails representing images of people
whose names I’m seeking.
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HAVRE DE GRACE is (coming) BACK
May 10, 2021

It’s May and things are supposed to be gradually coming back here in Havre de Grace. The first First Friday in it
seems like forever was scheduled for the 7th – when rain interfered and ther were a lot of questionable plans to
move things indoors (in the time of COVID?). The town police announced cancellation. Still a couple of venues
continued inside, but we’re certainly not going to be part of that mess.
So, all I have is the shot above of a small band called “3/4 Band" – sounding pretty good actually – at Saturday
morning's Farmers Market. I could have taken this kind of thing with the iPhone, but I was chomping at the bit to
get my main camera out. I shot this with my Fuji and 50-140 at f2.8 from across the prking lot – trying to keep the
background as out of focus as possible. Then we walked over to where the Pride of Baltimore II was parked
alongside the pier. Not very conducive to shooting, but I did grab this view of the rigging from standing alongside
– almost at deck level. It does not look like a ladder I would want to have to climb in foul weather.
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Both images are folio’d in the Havre de Grace Street Everything Else section.
Not eye-popping stuff, but hopefully this is just a small beginning to a very fruitful year here in our great town. In
fact this week I’m meeting with Rogue Swan (yay) to see what I can do with-and-for them this year. Definitely
looking forward to that. I’m hoping for something sooner, but First Friday in June looks right now to be the first
really promising opportunity for images. I AM playing around with a couple of ideas for something before then –
gotta work out a couple of things before going forward. In another week or so the stubborn low temperatures are
supposed to end (along with some of the rain, I hope).

I’m also still working on finishing up the Easter Island work – running a little slow what with the backlog of things
to get done after we both made it two weeks past our second COVID shots.
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Pride of Baltimore II – cannon salute as it sails out of Havre de Grace with a strong wind
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Pride of Baltimore II – cannon salute as it sails out of Havre de Grace
with a strong wind
May 11, 2021

Man was it windy. With just that little sail the sloop was definitely making time – note the flags flying forward and
smoke outpacing the ship. I dodged the corners a little and let the sky wash out a tad to make the image more
match the vintage era of the ship. This is a high resolution image, looking better the larger it’s printed. Crew and
cannons show up well. I’ll be putting it in at RiverView Gallery soon. Check it out in the folio where it shows up
better, and is downloadable – Havre de Grace Street / Everything Else.
Previous Post | Home Blog | Next Post
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Adding Two More People Images to the Easter Island folio
May 14, 2021

The intro image was taken from horseback as Ruperto and his family led us into the area around Teravaka in
2009. That’s Nan and Maruka in the background. The three on the horse who were really enjoying themselves –
I have no names for them. The image was a little tricky, there was some horseback-generated camera shake to
minimalize.
The shot below is of Napo’s mother in 2010. We were in a restaurant in town with Helga and Terry. Again, we
actually never knew her name, and communicated very poorly as our Spanish is about as bad as her English
was. Occasionally she would flag us down to drive her out of or into town, simply pointing the way.
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Adding Two More People Images to the Easter Island folio

Both images are on Page 12 of the Island Folio, larger and downloadable.
After this I have two additions to a previous grouping that I want to add, and then just two or three that are on a
“maybe/maybe not” list. In other words – I'm getting very close to finalizing these and working up a third PDF
eBook from all the additions. Good thing because Havre de Grace is showing signs of coming back from COVID.
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Other People's Art – Gay Lynn Price
May 16, 2021

As artists, Nan and I both appreciate and want to celebrate fellow artists. The fact that we now have far more
than we can hang at any one time doesn’t seem to be having any negative effect on our effort to acquire nice
pieces when we find them. I post them here – and on FaceBook locally. For years I’ve tried to get artists
interested in something of an Other Peoples Art exhibit, where we display pieces we’ve acquired from fellow
artists – with little to no response.
Nan’s been wanting one of Gay Lynn’s pieces for a while now. Saturday was Havre de Grace’s annual flower
show (open again today), where we were able to get the wall hanging above. Understandably, COVID
lockdown gave Gay Lynn the “opportunity” to do a number of new pieces. This one is a tad over two feet tall, not
counting the hanging yarn. Here’s a link to her page on the Havre de Grace Artists Registry:
https://hdgartscollective.org/havre-de-grace-artist-registry-2/hdg-artist-registry-view/gay-lynn-price/
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Frank's Pond, an exercise in tone – and weekend market
entertainments
May 18, 2021

I’m always prepared to attempt wildlife images in b&w. These are usualy exercises in frustration. Occasionally I
get what I like – but it pretty much ends there. Do I care… Naaaaaaaa. Working up this image was an afternoon
well spent.
I took my longest lens down to Frank’s pond here in Havre de Grace (pond is a generous term at best) to catch
the usual line-up of water turtles sunning themselves on logs. But the sun wasn’t quite right, the water was too
high, the turtles were too muddy and there were far too few of them. Otherwise it was a fun outing – hey, getting
out at all after the past year is fun.
This image goes alongside my b&w flower shots, included in the Folio simply because I like them. I sort of see
these images as using b&w to try and capture something akin to abstract art in nature. This one tends to look
better as it’s printed larger.
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Below is another Saturday Farmers Market day background entertainer. This week David Jaffe was enjoying
himself immensely singing fun songs and asking for donations to the Lighthouse Fund. People were responding
with lots of smiles and dollars.

This fellow, singing some wonderful, grittier songs was attracting a lot of attention at the annual garden mart
across town. Definitely a contrasting sound, as well as look. I had a little fun with these. Haven’t been able to
come up with a name yet.

Both posted in Havre de Grace Street / Everything Else folio page for best viewing (and downloadable).
Beginning to look like my “Everything Else” category is going to have to split into more identifiable categories.
Page 2 of
3

My only complaint with the market this week is that the line for coffee was long and not moving at all. Had to give
up and leave. Second week in a row for this guys……. morning coffee is important.

EASTER ISLAND FOLIO – Adding two more favorites in the Down exhibit set of images
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EASTER ISLAND FOLIO – Adding two more favorites in the Down
exhibit set of images
May 21, 2021

I'm adding two additional images into the Easter Island folio next to the first two in their series, on Page 8 of the
Folio. Of course that meant moving two from that page onto page 12, but that wasn’t much of a problem. It takes
all four images to make the set, and tell the storyThis was the Down group art exhibit at the Museo in Hanga Roa
in 2014. It was a wonderful and enlightening experience for us. These young ladies and gentlemen were
charming and focused on their art.
This was before the reception – they are shown here practicing on us, explaining their work – as this was sure to
be a major part of the upcoming scene. Having had a number of exhibits myself, I quickly realized that I wished I
had had someone do this for me at my first showing. I think I needed it more than these guys did. I should
mention that we recognized a few of the artists as active participants in the Hanga Roa community.
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The art work, stretching around the gallery, was impressive. I selected the three artists featured here partly
because they were so good at expressing what they were going for – better than me and more honest than most,
and because we really wished we could take a couple of the pieces pictured home with us. Below are smaller
versions of the first two images – all four are together on Page 8 of the Folio. I’ve shown the original color
exposures of these before, in the original Easter Island Journal blog postings.

Again, click here - Page 8 of the Folio - to go to view the set of four larger.
I’m pretty sure I could take the color exposures, correct the alignment to rectangle, interpolate and print a pretty
good image of both the Birdman and Moai paintings. Just a thought.
SITE NOTEs:
• This pretty much rounds out the Easter Island image folio, at 295 images (wow). As I work on arranging
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images totaling almost as many as the first two volumes combined into a PDF eBook, a projecct I am now
tackling, it’s conceivable that there could be an addition or two – I left room for them. At the same time, it’s also
conceivable that a couple/few will be dropped as redundant (not people). Right now I’m working on groupings,
both small and large. This will be something of a different beast. Of course Nan wants a hard bound version of
this to add to the first two – helping by holding me to a higher standard, while slowing things down some. This
could take a while, there’s a lot to do
• The “Blog Albums” page was where I posted gatherings of related postings before I expanded the Folio to
include ongoing work. I’m eliminating that. Full back blog postings can still be accessed on the Archive page –
periodically moved to pdf format by year as space in the Archive is needed. Archive and Books pages are being
updated as needed to allow for changes, simplifying the site considerably.
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Frank's Pond Heron and Boxturtle Bob
May 25, 2021

Here I was just innocently trying to find something of interest for today’s posting and came up with these two
images. I caught the image of the Heron flying across Frank’s Pond at the edge of town (“pond” is a rather
generous term). Studies in tone and pattern – really all b&w nature photography has to offer. Not enough for
some, more than enough for me. In addition, the stark, frozen action caught by panning combined with a fast
shutter has the heron looking a little like a carving suspended in front of a totally disconnected background. It
looks best at around 15x20 inches.
There was a snapping turtle surfacing occasionally that (who), with his back and tail both arching out of the water
looked more like the Loch Ness monster (I have a lousy picture of that). At the same time there were numbers of
huge fish of some kind feeding aggressively in the grasses along the shore, causing a good deal of turmoil in the
water. The one thing I couldn’t figure out is how the heck the pond water was almost a foot higher than a week
ago, when it hasn’t rained?
Below I’m adding to my series of grab shots of entertainers at our Saturday Farmers Market – this week it was

6
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Boxturtle Bob. Definitely a laid back dude, surrounded by stuffed animals and other paraphernalia. I kept, to
Nan’s great discomfort, breaking into little dance steps. Definitely make-you-smile songs for early Saturday
morning.

Both of these are on the new Around Town 2021 folio page…
Short Market Rant:
This third Market of the year I finally got a cup of coffee. There were only two of us at the time and It took 20
minutes, because this year’s java provider is offering only the fancy stuff – each cup individually ground on site,
and then slow dripped by multipe small pourings of boiling water through the grounds. Nan, or I, take less time
to make a good breakfast, including the coffee. What about not-coffee-officianados who simply want a cup of
anything related to coffee while cruising for produce, in maybe less than 5 minutes (better yet – one minute)?
Nan and I were in hysterics on the way home laughing about it. Now all I have to do is figure out where I put my
old thermos……

6
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The Drum Circle is Back
Jun 7, 2021

Yes, First Friday’s Drum Circle is back. Cliff Giles led a small group of intrepid rhythmaticians in blistering sun
that eventually turned into one freaking impressive cloudburst. It was good while it lasted. The image above and
first one below are two young drummers who were very much enjoying themselves. I haven’t names, but I also
am still setting up the folio for First Fridays, etc. this year.
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The Drum Circle is Back

A catch-up image. Saturday a week ago Farmer’s Market was another rainy experience. The entertainment was
Clarinet and other wind instrument player Brad Burchette. Here Nan sets down her greens to take in a few very,
very nice notes – while I circle around with the iPhone to grab a shot. Good music while we shop the weekly
market is cool, even in the pouring rain.
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The Drum Circle is Back

I hav a couple of more shots from before the rain Friday evening, and a really nice spread I did of blues Jocelyin
Christian Blues Band Saturday afternoon’s Blues festival in town. Hopefully I can get those up this week. Image
in 2021 Around Town folio.
EASTER ISLAND IMAGES VOLUME III PROGRESS
Really getting into it now – came up with a tentative arrangement, scratched a couple of images, made a list of
what new images I need to do up to round out the themes, etc. Process will be a little slower than anticipated but
as long as I do a little work on it every day, I’ll get there. While there will be a lot more individual images in this
collection, some don’t require the one-per-page rule. And this volume will have a little of everything – converting
it to a pdf eBook will be trickier with the number of images that are combined on some pages. Not looking
forward to that issue.
PRINTER WOES
Just when things are getting back to happening – my printer died. Biggie ouchie. OK, as someone rubbed in
when I told them, the poor thing was 14 years old. But hey, it was 2.5 grand, floor model, 24 inch wide pigmented
ink, giclee printer. My Epson 7800 was overworked when we were home, and then left to sit for three to four
months at a clip when we were on Easter Island. And it never faltered – until now. In fact, two weeks ago it
produced a couple really nice prints for me. But that’s not the worst of it – no new printer is available, anywhere,
not even a refurbished one. I’ve narrowed down my needs to one model, back-ordered because of COVID
issues. Sellers speculate that it will be July at the earliest. This is going to be a major frustration.
I did get to vent a little. I found one outfit who claimed to have one, ordered it and was assured that it was on the
way – "too late to cancel the order". A few days later they notified me, after having taken my money, that it was
on backorder and “might” be here by sometime in July. Fortunately I had paid with PayPal – they don’t take to
kindly to that kind of crap. I threatened a complaint and had my almost two grand back immediately. Later I
received a formal apology and assurance that they will be changing some policies. While I had dealt with this
seller for a couple of decades, they were bought out, the web address auto-forwarding customers to the new site.
I’ve gotten so I expect a dramatic downturn in service whenever a great outfit is bought up.
Replacement will probably be the 17” wide P5000. I can keep the stand from my old one, get some hardwood
plywood for a platform and mount it there instead having to look for a sturdy enough table. It still weighs about
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Joe Keys and the Late Bloomers
Jun 7, 2021

I did manage to eke out another image from First Friday, before the deluge put a quick but messy end to things.
The rocking group outside the State Theater was Joe Keys and the Late Bloomers Band. The sound was so
good, and the look unique, that I had to include this.
With it and the two from yesterday, I’ll finish making adjustments to the Folio section, hopefully making it all a
little clearer. Past First Fridays, as well as other categories will be separate sections, allowing 2021 postings to
stand independently – 2021 First Fridays and Street Events.
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A Couple of Images from The Blues Festival
Jun 11, 2021
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A Couple of Images from The Blues Festival

Saturday’s Blues Festival events worked as a continuation of First Friday, with many of the booths srtill in the
streets – and it didn’t rain. We attended a couple of the free street performances in the afternoon. The image
above is of Jocelyn Christian (Band). A small crowd showed up for the show – under the big tent – at the start.
By the time she had to end it, I imagine in favor of paid performances beginning elsewhere, the gathering was
many times larger. This young lady could have, should have been the premier paid act for the evening. We want
to see her at the Opera House sometime next season!! I haven’t seen any of the street performers attract so
much attention and be applauded so thunderously.
At one point I turned my lens on this young couple behind the crowd, dancing to one of the numbers – in the
blistering sun. The impressive thing was that they were making some nice swing-dance moves. Somebody has
been practicing:

Images added to the Havre de Grace Street 2021 folio.
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Rogue Swan is Back, and I'm there – Here's Jesse
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Rogue Swan is Back, and I'm there – Here's Jesse
Jun 28, 2021
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Rogue Swan is Back, and I'm there – Here's Jesse

After a year and a half hiatus, Rogue Swan, our own local theater and vaudeville troup, is back. Their 2021 debut
performance was a very imaginative dinner theater thing at Vandiver in town – billed as: lll-Kept Secrets at the
Vandiver. I don’t know about the title, just that it was a roaring twenties theme for music and dress. The event
was sold out, as will be the ones in August and October – Nan already has her ticket for August.
I’ve already gotten the color exposures to Lilli – so some of those are out there (some possibly in “untortured"
b&w), so now I can work on my own b&w masterworks. On stage one buggy issue can be removing head mics
from the performers – here it’s going to be doing something about distracting backgrounds. I like a good
challenge. Wow, I thought it was rough while I was focusing on grand scenics. Ha, with people it’s often not the
subject but everything else that’s the problem.
It will take a while to work through these – between the rehearsal the evening before and the performance. I think
I have everyone covered for something of a spread here. I might even manage to get into a little trouble for a
couple of my selections – one can always hope.
It’s a lot of fun and a privelege to have the opportunity to take my b&w into the performance arena. thank you
Rogue Swan.
TODAY’S POST
I should probably try to deal with these images one performer at a time (mostly). First off – Jesse Hutch (or
Hutchinson). The opening image captures something of Jesse as a more mature performer. At only 23 he’s still
awfully young for what he can do. I gave the exposure something of a retro/vintage-crooner treatment.

I learned a new word: ennaptych
Below Jesse takes advantage of one of those instrument-only pauses in a song to step forward and dance it as
only he can. I held the shutter down for about a dozen shots and pulled nine out for the following ennaptych (I
confess I had to look it up – anything beyond triptych was news to me):

These look really good blown up individually, and could possibly be printed as a poster like this (if I ever get my
new printer).
I’ll wait until I get through this event before I set up the folio for Rogue Swan 202.
ISLAND eBOOK UPDATE
It’s definitely coming along – July looks good for making another spurt of good progress.
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Three of Rogue Swan's Bre at ISO6400
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Three of Rogue Swan's Bre at ISO6400
Jun 29, 2021

Shooting action in low light is something of a challenge – and kinda fun. Between the rehearsal the evening
before and the performance at Vandiver’s I made more than the average number of attempts. Iset my ISO on
auto, shooting wide open and at a shutter speed that was right on the edge of enough and not-enough. In the
end everything came out ISO 6400. It doesn’t get much worse than that.
Bre Lewis – man can she sing – is the subject of this posting. The intro shot was taken during rehearsal in the
garage converted into a music studio, at night. She was in a rather dark corner, so I took advantage of her
silhouette to catch her singing. I love this one. And Bre, I’m sorry, I did remove your watch. I get the image done
and just couldn’t take it, it had to go.
Below is another from the same vantage, caught while rehearsing a duet with Brian. Backlighting puts a nice
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glow around her profile.

Last is from the performance. To make up for some underexposure of Bre, even for RAW shooting, with much
brighter background since it hadn’t gotten dark at this point in the show, I went with a high-key look to capture the
feel. The theme of the show was the flapper era, the roaring twenties – this shot of Bre could have been taken
then.

2
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OK, that’s a few days of hard work there. Much more to do – but since I’m in need of a little break, I’m gonna
work up a couple of images that are going to be both fun and a little easier. Then back to dragging images
kicking and screaming out of the shadows.
Again, the folio page for these will be a little while coming.

2
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Nate and Caleb – in rehearsal
Jul 1, 2021

A couple of shots of Nate and Caleb Gordon, two of the musical accompanyment at the latest Rogue Swan
performance. There they were either standing off to the side or seated at the drums waaaaay in the back. One
would never suspect what goof-balls they can be..
They are brothers, Nate on the base and Caleb on drums. I confess to a couple of attempts to capture something
during the Vandiver performance, to no avail. So I harked back to these the evening before in the garage studio.
The way they feed off one another is great, I selected these two from a sequence resulting from holding the
shutter down for a multi-shot burst.
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Working of getting the Folios ready for these. Rogue Swan 2021 page should be working and accessable from
the Havre de Grace page – the thumbnail might be a little late going in there. Now back to the tricky stuff…
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Two from Rogue Swan – while I recover…
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Two from Rogue Swan – while I recover…
Jul 8, 2021
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A short posting as I have far more to cover. More soon. From the May Show at the Vandiver: the opening image
is Katie Gordon, queen bee of Rogue Swan, setting up to sing. I tried a couple of actual song views, but this view
captures so much more.
The second shot, below is of Brian Ruff dedicating his song to his wife, it coincidentally being their anniversary:

ON THE DIRTH OF POSTINGS (I know that it’s actually “dearth” but hate using that spelling”)
A busy but rough couple of weeks. I had to interrupt finishing up with the third Easter Island images book file to
do some Rogue Swan stuff. Then I began having some kind of weird tooth-root problem. It would wax torturous
and wane. In the meantime I managed to do some shooting First Friday and the 4th of July celebration
downtown on the 3rd. Earlier the morning of the 3rd, with the tooth letting up a little, I ran the 5K in Aberdeen.
But then it began acting up with a vengeance.
Well, it seems a decades-old root canal has decided to go bad, whatever that means. It roused a hidden infection
where the root sits in the upper jaw, bordering on my sinus cavity. The pain, the pain… Anyway, I'm on antibiotics, after
which an Endodontist will be taking that thing apart to, hopefully, fix it. Got to be the weirdest thing – the pain enough to
make one’s brain not want to function. Weeeeeeee!
I did manage to spend the better part of a week working on the site here though, hopefuly clarifying the structure
of the Folios a little. This didn’t require near as much concentration as actually working up images would have.
Note: The 5K was the first I've participated in in a year and a half. I didn’t know a soul there but wound up
running with, conversing the whole way, a fellow who was keeping the same embarrassing pace. 44 minutes – a
new record slow-time for me. Oh well, there’s the Halloween run in October.
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More from Rogue Swan at the Vandiver
Jul 15, 2021

New time I tackle a tough one, a series of images of Tara dancing at the Vandiver. But first to finish up with show
shots. The image above shows customers, after dinner, enjoying dancing while Brian sings. There were a
number of numbers, some duets that got people dancing.
Below a couple of duet images. First, Jess and Brian – the women did seem to love it when the men were
singing:
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Last, Bre sings with Brian – come to think of it, they all took a turn singing with Brian:

As I mentioned, now to Tara. Tara is a member of Rogue Swan who resides in New York now, recently getting a
part in a musical production of Pride and Prejudice. She showed up at this performance in full “flapper” mode –
she’s the blur in the foreground above. Images have been added to the Folio here – Rogue Swan 2012 for best
viewing and download.
Playing catch-up with these, the Island images finals and even First Friday……
Still fighting what turns out to be a root-canal infection that is in the bone – awaiting a much dreaded trip to the
endodontist. Spending too much time too fuzz-brained to dive into Photoshop. Seems to be a little more under
control now.
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Tara, Tara, Tara…
Jul 21, 2021
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Tara, Tara, Tara…

Tara Vin came back to celebrate Rogue Swan coming back from a year of COVID. She was an integral part of the
troop from the beginning. But now she lives in New York and has a part in an upcoming musical adaptation of
Pride and Prejudice. And, as only Tara would, she arrived in full bloom to fit the occasion – in flapper garb.
Here in one of the early numbers from the era, she helped get things rolling by flapper-dancing up a storm. I
managed to catch this sequence by holding the shutter down for a seven shots as she strutted towards me. I
took some other shots, but this sequence is my favorite by far. I’ve formed them into sort of a hexaptych. The
intro is Nan’s favorite, mine is number three.
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Shooting action in low light is something of a challenge. Flash would freeze motion too much anyway. And in
most situations there is no option to hold up fill-light cards, etc. Then you take what you get and “fix” any
weaknesses. A little blur here and there actually helps tell the story – if it’s in the right places. In the final image in
this sequence Tara is definitely a little soft. While the image works as part of the series, it wouldn’t stand on its
own very well. When it comes time to actually print the set (see note below) I’m considering a couple of options –
a large square with the six images, attached or arranged in a long row? Or perhaps taking the first four and
assembling them into a quadriptych – that idea is growing on me. Then that will go into the Folio.
Tara: I’ll make sure your mother gets a copy of this/these as soon as I get my replacement printer – which could
be a while the way it is with anything coming out of Japan right now. See below…
PRINTER LIMBO
My gliclee (pigmented ink) printer died – my 24 inch wide, floor model monster. Problem is, new printers are
simply not shipping right now – COVID. My replacement (the old one WAS over 14 years old, pretty aged for any
printer) has been on order now for well over two months – no sign of action. Not only am I unable to hang new
work in the gallery in town, I can’t even offer my giveaways to people I’ve photographed. I’m sure this will end,
but I have no idea when. I do have a good dye-ink printer, but that’s NOT the answer for my b&w.
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Frst Friday in June – and brain fog lifting
Jul 26, 2021

I know that I’ve gotten behind, it couldn’t be avoided. It seems that a few years ago when some unscrupulous
idiot endodontist did a root canal on me, he did only one root – leaving a dead nerve in the other. This was a
ticking time bomb. I finally got in to see another endodontist, with an infection in an otherwise good looking tooth
that had spread through my upper jaw. In the three weeks I had to wait to get this fixed, it spread more in spite of
being on antibiotics. So after an hour and a half of torture, during which I confessed to crimes I never heard of, I
have a new complete root-canal. Pain is bad, but brain-fog is intolerable – especially for over a month. I imagine
it's like trying to work in Photoshop on pot (without the euphoria).
First Friday in June was the first without rain since well before COVID. I was a little off, and tired easily, but have
a few shots – with three more featurnig young participants in the next posting. The intro shot this posting shows
Pam Wilde working on a portrait in front of the Artists Emporium gallery where she shows. One of her paintings,
a First Friday street scene, sits on the easel on the left. Working this up I noticed something that I totally missed
when I took the shot – how does the sketch she’s working on have enything whatsoever to do with the subject
sitting in the posing chair?
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Below is another artist working outside the Emporium, a little sketchbook watercolor. I can’t paint but do enjoy
watching this kind of thing, seeing how an artist in another medium works.

Finally one of the more interesting bands this time around. The music was pointedly more polished than their
appearance – cool. I kept coming back to listen some more – it was very difficult to keep from dancing. At the
end of one of their numbers I managed to fire this off:

They’re added to the Havre de Grace folio section HERE. And I’m already working on the next posting, it feels
good – and I’ve even gotten back to working on the new Island book file.
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Finishing up with First Friday in June
Jul 27, 2021

As I mentioned in the last posting, it was a rough day and I had to quit early. But I managed to take a few shots.
Not a big harvest, but I do like a couple of them. This posting focuses on kids, two of them from a regular source
of good vibes – the Drum Circle. In the opening shot, our own April Monique belly-danced in the circle while a
young gentleman helps provide the rhythm.
In the second shot Duke Thompson and a more than slightly shorter little friend play their part. There can be a lot
to cove on First Friday and I always hesitate to leave the Drum Circle, know that it’s a given that I will miss some
good opportunities.
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Last is a very quick grab shot of a fast moving wagon with two little girls in it. I didn’t have to do anything to
accent the surroundings blurred a little, it exposed that way. I’m just amazed I caught the split second when the
little girl looked my way.

Ta da, back in the groove – able to think again. Now I can work up the couple of Images I caught the next day at
the 4th of July festival (on the 3rd). The images have been added to the Folio page HERE. They open slightly
larger, on darker background, and downloadable and, for some reason I can’t explain, look so much more like
the print would – the reason I always try to remember to provide the link.
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Double Takes from Independence Day Festival
Jul 28, 2021

Again, I was quite out of it that weekend, but even after shooting First Friday, I went out the next day to see if I
could find anything worth noting. Here are three scenes that gave mw whiplash, Havre de Gracians letting it all
hang out. I admit that I shouldn’t talk – one of the local radio stations was set up on a side road and at one point
played “Twist Again Like We Did Last Summer” and I found myself twisting away in the middle of the street with
two strangers (ladies). While we were at it we found ourselves joking about how we used to be able to twist all
the way down and jump back up.
The opening shot got not only my attention, check out some of the faces on the sidelines.
The town had a number of “characters” roaming the streets – all more caricature thna imitation. Even Lucy from
"I Love Lucy" was there. But Marilyn and Elvis were the real eye-catchers – gotta be my favorite image from the
day. This town definitely has charm.
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Last, but hardly least, I passed a booth manned by one of our city's council members David Martin – I assume
reliving his younger years.
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Double Takes from Independence Day Festival

Added to the folio HERE (as I create a new page to handle some more 2021 events) where they appear a little
larger and are downloadable.
Previous Post | Home Blog
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Haka Pei Rescue Ballet • A 14 Image Sequence
Aug 9, 2021

This series is a work in progress for the book. I’m considering a four page spread with three shots shown rather
large and the rest small. This has taken the better part of a week to put together. In 2008 I was shooting Haka
Pei runs and wound up capturing an accident – one where, thankfully, no one was actually hurt. The main
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sequence of 11 shots takes in only 12 seconds, with the first a couple of seconds earlier and the two after-shots
occurring thirty seconds later and then one minute after that.
While the final two images were closer to me, the rest took place much farther up the hill and, even with my
400mm lens, were very small in the frame. I had to interpolate the crap out of them, cropping down to a very
small part of the original exposure. Combine that with the fact that things were moving very fast, and that I was
panning to keep with the action, I’m really only winding up with something of an interesting sequence. There was
a lot of holding of breath, with relief and cheers at the end. I added a little vignetting to the final images to
accentuate the fact that the whole thing is a long zoom lens focusing in on centered action.
Haka Pei is a dangeroud sport – speeds reaching 50mph. Participants have been seriously injured – an
ambulance waits at the bottom of the hill. The sled is heavy, very heavy, made from two banana tree trunks tied
together with hand and foot-holds hammered into them. There is one disturbing, difficult to watch video on
YouTube where things did not end this well.
The opening image is actually the next to last in the sequence – a sort of rescue ballet that resulted from
everyone rushing to the side of the acccident victim, getting him back on his sled and rushing him the rest of the
way down the very steep hill (less than 30 seconds after the sequence). Below the rest are arranged in order.
Beginning with the second image and finishing with #12 exposures were about one second apart.
The view at the top of the hill, followed a few seconds later by six set one secod apart – he was moving fast:
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The moment things went really wrong:
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Four exposures of the scary part:
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To applause and cheers he weakly waves that he’s ok:

In the last shot, about a minute after the “rescue” image, they are gathered around at the bottom of the hill,
obviously very relieved:

These have been added to the Folio, HERE on page 12, in the most efficient way I can think of – a hexaptych
(the first six in the sequence), followed by a single image, a tetraptych (four images) and the final two as single
images. They are a little larger, on darker background and are downloadable.
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Saturday Market Musicians
Aug 13, 2021
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We don’t miss a Saturday market if we can help it. Fresh eggs, vegetables, peaches, apples, etc. Heck, we didn’t
realize what a difference freshness made with mushrooms – but now we’re now hooked on the tastiest babybellas we’ve ever had. But we no longer have to stand in the looooooong bread line since I began making our
bread myself (my superhero name is “the MasterBaker”).
Havre de Grace always provides a little entertainment – ranging anywhere from interesting and pleasant to so
lively that I border on embarrassing Nan by dancing my way through lines. On the way back out I grab a quick
shot with the camera if I happen to have it – if not, with the iPhone. I’ve kept this year’s collection together in the
Folio HERE. The three here catches me up for now.
Sometimes I manage to pick up a card or flyer, giving me a name. Like a dummy I assumed that I would be able
to track down the info on line, – not always with success (oops) because not all are listed. Really confusing
because they are so great at promoting the produce, etc. vendors.
This is all part of my ongoing portrait of our town… The couple above – sorry, this is what I was talking about –
was performing with a little protection from a brutal sun – but not the humidity. They not only had a great sound,
but exuded something of a magnetic charm. They seemed to really enjoy singing together – cool to watch.
Below – listed as the 3/4 Band. I have two of them in an earlier shot, one here:
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Below – a bearded Paul Wilkinson. At first I was put off trying to get a shot through the very reflective glasses –
but then noticed that I caught someone reflected there standing and listening:

Trying to get caught up before this week’s “Art Walk” event where Rogue Swan will be participating. I never know
whether to cross my fingers for good weather because sometimes the opposite makes for better images. That
leaves me busy working on the Island book and catching up on this month’s First Friday images.
Note: my printer replacement has been backordered since June 1…………………………
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Couple of Shots from First Friday in August
Aug 16, 2021

Right now I’m multitasking a little, what with working on the Easter Island book file, going through some new
Rogue Swan images and catching up on the last First Friday. Here’s three from the latter. The opening shot
resonates with me. I enjoy shooting the Drum-Circle so much that I’m considering spending an entire First Friday
perched right there, capturing the ever changing dynamic. Enough clouds to protect me form the sun would
make that very tempting, even at the risk of losing anything else – and driving Nan crazy.
I spotted the grouping above and fired off one of my burst, maybe a dozen shots. I knew it wouldn’t last and
wanted to be able to select just the right one. Neither the then brutal sun nor the bustling crowd seem to exist.
There are a few more exposures from the event to look at, but these three stood out. I was photographing a band
called “Freezer Burn” (working on a tricky one there) and noticed that an aritst had his easel set up and was
taking a break from painting them (they were on break too). I liked the composition, on and off canvas, and fired
this off – taking care to control the focus area. My first instinct was to wait for the artist to be working again, but
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wound up liking it this way.

Way over near the other end of the street fair is a little bridal shop (located right between the chappel and
bakery). Street events tend to find a live model out front, often two or three. I made this exposure because I
could not see how, standing hours in the hot, brutal sun in a bridal gown, this statuesque young lady could
possibly be still smiling, let alone looking so good (I was dripping sweat into my eyes). People were constantly
stopping to aim their phones in her direction, eliciting something of this pose. Maybe even more amazing it the
fact that there was something of a rocking band in the courtyard right over her shoulder – how she could resist
moving her feet to the beat seemed like an impossible feat. Awesome.
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These three have been added to the Havre de Grace folio HERE.
Previous Post | Home Blog | Next Post
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Two Odd Ones from the August First Friday
Aug 18, 2021

The opening shot was (originally) meant to catch another pair of street-chess players – in focus with the busy
First Friday background a little our, of course. A couple of exposures looked alright, but in one the auto-focus
missed its target and focused on what was behind, leaving my two subjects (OK, very slightly) blurred. I stared at
it for a while, alternately seeing it as a total flop and and actually liking it for some reason. At first I just figured I
was crazy to concentrate on that one, but the more I worked on it, the more I liked it. I’m not going to try to look
like I did this on purpose – part of any art is recognizing and taking advantage of accidents. Of course that issue
doesn’t show up quite as much in a low resolution jpeg on line – like it will in a larger print.
The second image here is a scene that possibly everyone else ignored as they walked by – the window of the
local taco bar. I liked the expression on the guy’s face and took the shot. He was sitting in air-conditioning while I
wass standing in the sun dripping with sweat – I’d be smiling too.
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Both added to the Havre de Grace folio HERE.
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Belly Dance at the Pirate Fest
Aug 25, 2021
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While I’m almost completely overwhelmed by the number of potential images from the rogue Swan Performance
this month at the Vandiver, I thought I tackle something a little less daunting. We walked down to the Pirate Fest
just to get a beer each and watch the first of two Belly Dance performances. This wasn’t the Black Box at the
Opera House, but the girls, as always came through. And I have names – since I have Hafla images of all three
of them, HERE.
The dancers realized immediately that the stage was too far away from the audience – and took to the grass in
between. Kinda bright light, but belly dance needs to be close. And this way they could dance into and back out
of the audience tent. The opening dancer is Naimah Loren.
This is Kaela. I managed to switch to a shorter lens and catch her twirling under the tent. This young lady does a
lot of spins and twirls, no convenient posing there. She’s always moving:
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Havre de Grace’s own April Monique. She’s getting close to needing her own folio here – and some really great
stuff is coming of her from the Rogue Swan Show I’m working up…

All three added to the the folios HERE
BARDY PARDY (We don’t know them but just have to give them a plug)
A sort of ladies folk group came on just after the Belly Dancers, calling themselves Bardy Party. I’ll have to admit
that they were very entertaining and a lot of fun, singing Irish folk balads and “pirate” songs, acting out short skits
and simply having a very contageous good time. If I was setting anything up to entertain kids, they would be the
first ones I’d call – partly because even the adults can enjoy them, pretty rare for even good kid shows. We stuck
around for the whole thing.
The MERMAID (just an observation)
A full size, living mermaid, crammed into a medium size aquarium, in not-so-clear water, just made me feel sorry
for her. Great idea – IF somehow you can come up with a considerably larger tank.
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Rogue Swan at Art Walk
Aug 26, 2021

Rogue Swan is back at it, selling out in Havre de Grace, this time again at the Vandiver Inn. But, the subject of
this posting, they like to give free performances at events in town. At the Art Walk Katie Gordon, accompanied by
Scott at the piano, sang some great numbers, including a cool rendition of I Wanna Hold Your Hand by the
Beatles. After the show Rogue moved across the street to Concord Point Coffee where another member, April
Monique, was finishing up a Belly Dance demonstration. It’s all laid back, free and good times in Havre de Grace.
The opening image is my favorite, and a very tricky one to manage – the painting on the wall was hanging very,
very cockeyed, with the right corner actualy below the edge of the music stand. Enough that it totally threw off
this image of mother and son taking to the keyboard in a coffee shop to belt out a few numbers. Rogue Swan is
our local music, dance and vaudeville troop. Their performances, whether as a duet in a local shop or huge stage
ensemble performance at the Opera House (to sell-out crowds) are always memorable.
At Artists Emporium earlier, here’s Katie:

5
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During the performance Pam Wilde, one of the Gallery’s artists, took a shot of Katie on her phone and sat in the
window painting from the image. Instead of shooting from inside, I moved outside and used the window – I have
a thing for reflected interferences with the image. Viewing can be akin to finding Waldo:

5
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In the final shot here, Havre de Grace’s own Belly Dancer and instructor provides a talk and some dance
demonstrations. April can be found here among Moonshine Hafla and Rogue Swan folios – and occasionally
pops up in other folios.

These are in the folios HERE. This frees me up to tackle images from the show at Vandiver – something of a
seventies hippie-fest. I’m still sorting and selecting exposures. Their next show will be there in October, a
Halloween performance, but tickets are probably already scarce.

5
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Rogue Swan at the Vandiver in August #I
Aug 29, 2021

Shooting this last Rogue Swan dinner theater event was a lot of fun – “Summer of Love”. They get better with
each show, and I learn a little more of shooting action in challenge-lighting. This first of a few posting from the
August dinner show at the Vandiver sports a few of my favorite group images. I’m dealing here with exposures
that remind me of my film days using Tri-X and pushing it to ISO 800. Kinda grainy, but striking tones. Of course
I’m blessed with much faster shutter speeds now – with film I’d be stuck trying to catch peak movements with
1/30 to 1/60 sec. Now I’m up at 1/200 tp 1/250 and shooting eight frames a second bursts. The results though
have the same contrasty, grainy, dynamic look. And I thought the lighting a the Opera House was challenging –
ha.
Above – Katie in the center with Moxie and Caleb
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Jess, Scott and Moxie:

Katie and crooner son Jess – definitely my favorite of this set:
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Katie and Scott duet:

Moxie and Alex:

What’s left is the bulk of the images, individual shots – enough that some may be presented in sets, and even s
few dance shots. In a couple of cases I may have to resort to exposures from the rehearsal the evening before.
And there there are the hippies in the audience… Again, these have been added to the folios, where they appear
a little larger, look better and are downloadable – HERE.
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Behind it all – The Drummer
Aug 30, 2021

I thought I'd use this posting to show two images I managed to get of the Rogue Swan drummer – JimmyO Burril
– at the Summer of Love performance. The intro image was taken during the show, not easy to catch unblocked.
I managed by inching towards the center while he was singing a number from his seat.
But, but, but – my favorite is the second image, taken during a very hot, humid rehearsal the evening before. He
didn’t have a bandana to hold his hair down as a fan he set up to get him through the worst of it gives the hair an
interesting lift. I ran the final version by Nan and she really likes it.
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Just the two this time. I added them to the folio HERE – and cycled back to grouping images. I happened to
catch a couple of interesting dance shots, underexposed by only about three f-stops, so I want to see if I can
salvage anything. A couple look promising.
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Summer of Love #3 – Special Friends Join In
Aug 31, 2021
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tWhile I’m bogged down trying to figure out what to to with the volume of exposures of some of the performers, I
thought I’d throw a little light in the other direction. Many in the audience showed up in full hippy garb, others in
more formal period regalia. Originally this posting was to include four or five audience participation images – but I
simply could not decide between the two images here of Mya Jee, a Rogue member not in this particular show,
and Jennifer Nicole Meckelvaney, who makes herself invaluable to Rogue members with her theraputic massage.
The intro shot and first below are Mya, the youngest member of the troop – maybe she can let me know which
one she likes:
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When I spotted Jennifer taking to the floor I wasn’t prepared at all, and was lucky that I recognized her that fast. I
rushed for a vantage point and held the shutter down – a couple of stops underexposed from ISO 6400 – for
maybe eight exposures. By then enough othere had joined her to leave her completely blocked. The outfit was
amazing and I didn’t breathe a sigh of relief until I saw the results:
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Same problem here – in both cases Nan wanted one while I preferred the other, but only slightly…

Again – in the folio section Summer of Love HERE.
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April's Summer of Love
Sep 1, 2021
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April's Summer of Love

Above is April Monique in her Belly Dance performance at Summer of Love. April, along with what promises to be
a phenominal group of Belly Dancers, will be performing this coming Saturday at the Opera House here in town.
The Moonshine Autumn Belly Dance Gala will be on the stage this time instead of the Black Box room. That way
the audience and do some social distancing. I’ll be shooting with a long lens from waaaaay in the back. You can
check out previous images from Moonshine Haflas HERE. Nan and I both have favorites among the possible
guest dancers, but aren’t asking who will be there this time – we want to be surprised.
For this shot my ISO was set on 6400, radical enough. But some of the shots from Summer of Love, especially
the floor and dance attempts were underexposed a full stop to a stop and a half from that – making for 12,800 or
worse. The sequence on Nicole dancing and April Belly Dancing are good examples. While it usually doesn’t
make that much difference what software one uses to convert from RAW, high ISO changes that, and the higher,
the greater the difference. Of course this issue is exaggerated with Fuji RAW because of their unique sensor.
What I did with the opening shot here of April – no selection contest there, this exposure stood out – was convert
the RAW my three favorite ways and compare them. But I didn’t like any (Photoshop sucks on high ISO Fuji
anyway). Then out of curiosity I worked the conversion in Photos, that I use only to store and organize files.
Heck, I liked it a lot better for this particular shot. I’ll have to run some tests to scope out what the actual
difference is. Another thing I did different was, in the end, add a little reverse vignetting.I compare pulling images
out of some of these exposures to working a "diabolical" lever sudoku.
I like the next image of April a lot. Sans Belly Dance outfit, she was singing in short-shorts – how many of us can
get away with that? When I showed Nan the exposure I selected, she made the observation that she sees a little
of Chain Saw Sally in it:

Later on in this series I’ll be doing a set of fun images of April from the rehearsal the evening before. Gotta finish
with the actual show first… Again, these have been added to the folios HERE, where they are a hair larger, on
darker background and look snappier.
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Summer of Love – Katie and Nate
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Summer of Love – Katie and Nate

Just the one today – partly because it stands up well alone and that it was the most difficult file to eke a passable
image from that I’ve seen yet. Not only was the exposure the equivalent of ISO 25600, there were heads in the
way and I had to crop it to half-size. I finished my first attempt late Tuesday, and immediately dumped it – Nan
agreed when I showed her, actually laughing at it. Yesterday I managed to coax this out – pretty much burning
myself out for the day. I hope they like it.
Added to the Summer of Love folio HERE…
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Summer of Love #6 – Katie
Page 1 of
1

Sep 3, 2021

Summer of Love #6 – Katie

Katie Gordon is the voice and face of Rogue Swan. The intro image here is Katie singing at the Summer of Love
show at the Vandiver here in town. The second image below is my favorite shot of her from the rehearsal the
evening before. I’ve noticed that most of the singing in rehearsal is a tad toned down from an actual
performance, probbly to protect the voice. But it’s also a little more relaxed.

One thing I’ve picked up on is that singers, as well as musicians, are about evenly split between those who are
more animated and expressive during the performance than rehearsal – definately Jess and Jeremy – and
those who, as forthcoming as they can be when the spotlight is on, can’t hold their exhuberance in check during
rehearsal – April and to some degree Katie.
Both images added to the Summer of Love folio HERE…
PRINTER-HOPEFULLY
Still no printer. I placed the order on or about June 1, and it is still backordered – but… there are signs. B&H is
now listing it for sale, as “More on the way…” and taking orders, instead of simply out of stock. That should mean
by the end of this month. I’ve yet to finish my stand for the thing, let alone order paper and replacement ink
cartridges. There’s going to be a lot of test prints, etc. to turn out before I’m fully functional – inks have changed
and I’m shifting to a new paper. Then I have a list of prints to be done. I’m ready for this.
1
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Summer of Love #7 – Jeremy Guitar Solo

I love the way Rogue works in solo opportunities for their members. Jeremy played in the background for most
numbers – only to come out, literally let his hair down and show everyone what he can do. I took a number of
shots leading up to this, some of which t thought were ok, but I really like this one. My favorite thing though is
tough to discern viewing an on-line jpeg. A little larger, maybe 11x14 and higher resolution, you can detect the
slight motion-blur in just the face that makes it work.
This is just a quick one-off. this evening was First Frday and tomorrow Belly Dance at the Opera House. A little to
keep me busy. Might have to skip a couple of days getting these out at some point – Right now I’m working up a
really nice portrait of cast member L.H. James and his wife in the audience watching this show.
Added to the Summer of Love folio HERE…
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Summer of Love #8 – L.H. James
Sep 6, 2021

Another one-off posting. L.H. James, the great villain from Rogue Swan’s The Strange Case of Rogue Swan
performances, sat in the audience with his wife Katrin for Summer of Love. But he’ll definitely be part of the
Halloween performance at the Vandiver in October. This gave me an opportunity to get a shot of the two of them
enjoying the show. Added to the folio HERE.
A reminder image below – as you can see above, the antidote worked…
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Summer of Love #8 – L.H. James

Hopefully I’m getting better at handling very low light. Since the worst exposures come out almost black,
underexposed by two stops at ISO 6400, I never cease to be amazed that there’s anything hidden in there. The
reason I don’t allow the camera to jump higher, to a more proper exposure at ISO 25600 is that I simply do not
like with way the camera compensates to make up the difference – I would rather do it myself the hard way.
Note: digital is not film, and ISO settings have something of a different meaning. All initial exposures are made at
(this can be but ususally isn’t changed) ISO 200 – this is simply what the sensor reads. Firmware immediately
makes adjustments to the file to adapt to whatever ISO you may have set the camera to. This gives you your
RAW file – the jpeg is made from that, in the process throwing away the ability to further adjust the RAW image.
With the RAW, you can not only gain greater exposure range, you can actually, with a little work, do a better job
of moving the ISO from say 6400 to 25600 (my two full stops).
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Two from the Twilight Zone – or Moonshine Autumn Bellydance Gala
Sep 7, 2021

Work on images from this event makes me feel like I’m in the Twilight Zone, for a couple of reasons. The lighting,
solid unrelenting blue, magenta, green, Orange or Yellow light – depending on the dancer, created an other-world
nightmare for converting to b&w. Second, figuring out how to approach the exposures took me into places I’ve
never been and into the very early hours. Heck, at one point, I stomped our of my studio, laughing hysterically,
telling Nan that there would be NOT ONE b&w from this event. A cup of fresh ground coffee and I was back at it.
Too many of my catches were just too good to give up on without a fight.
The first lighting I tackled, for the umpteenth time, was the blue. Here April was just beginning her performance.
The eye doesn’t rebel against strong singular blue lighting like the camera does. I liked the scene that I captured,
and I think I retained the essence in my image, if not anything resembling the reality. That proved impossible. Of
course, when I eliminated the blue light, the backdrop went balck, leaving everything else very underexposed –
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Two from the Twilight Zone – or Moonshine Autumn Bellydance Gala

but eke-able (if that’s a thing). There may be a couple of more to drag kicking and screaming “out of the blue” – I
hope I can remember what all the heck I did.
The second scene was lit in nothing but orange light – probably the easiest – I said easiest, not easy – of the
solid color lighting to work with in b&w. Someone who was there might actually be able to be convinced that the
image just might be from the same show. It’s my favorite of the evening, showing Havre de Grace’s own April
Monique and the lovely, if taaaall, Naimah Loren. They did a really fun number together.

I added them to the folio HERE, at least temporarily.
The expanded bellydance events at the Opera House are showing great promise. They’ve moved onto the stage
– the Black Box room could no longer hold the audience the events draw. They are definitely a lot of fun – but
darn, I gotta get a lighter camera. Except most of the weight comes from that darn 50-140 f2.8 lens I use for
these – it’s my low-light to no-light lens.

7
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Summer of Love #9 – Caleb

I’ve never seen Caleb take center stage singing before, let alone a couple of times. And he very graciously
stepped slightly forward into the better light – good for my purposes. He did the second number seated on a
stool, with his glasses on. I got the impression that he was a little tense, but he pulled it off. I’m just glad I got off
a couple of ok shots. Now I just have to hope Lilli likes them – that’s the real test.
eI’m used to seeing Caleb on guitar, or playing any role that involves picking up another dancer and either
tossing them or lifting them over his head. Both images are added to the folio HERE…

As I’m a little backed up with Summer of Love, First Friday and now the Autumn Bellydance Gala, I’m not sure
what will be next – whatever works out first:
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Mya and Naimah – just following the image
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Mya and Naimah – just following the image
Sep 9, 2021
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Mya and Naimah – just following the image

These two from the Autumn Bellydance Gala were something of a surprise to me. Both exposures appeared at
first to be hopeless. The Mya, above, was awash in yellow light. No normal conversion to b&w netted anything
usable. So I simply eliminated the yellow and began experimenting with the type of effects I normally shun –
getting to something like an extreme version of the final image. Then I worked toning it down and making it look
almost real again. I definitely surprised myself with the result – not what I thought I wanted, but I like the sort of
b&w watercolor look (if there is such a thing).
Naimah was bathed in the same heavy blue light that April was for her shot a couple of days ago. Fortuantely
she was further forward on the stage. Otherwise the exposure was perfect. The first thing I try on these, though
it doesn’t always work, is, in RAW conversion, slide the highlights slider all the way down, the shadows slider all
the way up and the blue slider to somewheere between 0 and 10 percent (almost off). Sounds insane for a
perfect exposure, I know. This turned out to be at least a place to begin. Again, I really didn’t pre-visualize what I
wound up with, evolving my vision as I worked – using the brush tools more like a painter than a photographer.

These two images present quite a contrast, due to a simple lighting shift. Mya by the way is the youngest
bellydancer, one of April’s students, while Naimah is a veteran dance instructor.
Naimah and Mya – I know these aren’t what you expected from this show, but I hope you like them.
Added to the folio HERE…
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More Summer of Love – Jess the Crooner
Sep 12, 2021

I grabbed a few shots of Jess in rehearsal – understated is the word I would use. But when he’s in front of an
audience he comes to life. I shot the first five image in this sequence in just one early-on number. Believe or not,
these are consecutive shots, in burst mode – less than two seconds accounts for all the shifts in stance. First
draft of this posting saw all five as individual images. Then I decided to put together the composite above. Kinda
fun. And it lets me place these into one view in the folio section. And yes Katie, I put it on the list of prints for you
when I FINALLY get my new printer.
I thought I’d include one more of Jess – near the end of the show. Who else can get away with responding to the
heat by dispensing with his shirt – and still come across looking cool.
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In the Rogue Swan / Summer of Love folio HERE…
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Kalayla at the Bellydance Gala
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Kalayla at the Bellydance Gala

Shooting bellydance with b&w in mind is difficult, tricky, challenging, traumatic and possibly a few more
adjectives. The performance requires atmosphere. That means very low light and/or light that stresses various
colors. This particular performance was on the stage at the Opera House, so there was plenty of “light”. The
problem this presented for b&w was that it was often amost to, or pure blue, green, orange, magenta, etc. The
closer they came to the front of the stage, the better chance I had of getting a hint of white light on face, are,
legs, etc. Otherwise……
Kalayla is one of the more fun dancers to shoot – always keeping an eye on her hair. I’ve got a great shot of her
in the Black Box with her hair swirling in front of her as she spins. She was in strong blue light for this
performance. The intro shot caught just hints of white light, allowing me to eke this image “out of the blue”. And,
again, the backdrop curtain was very light/ turned blue by the light. The only way to bring Kaela out was to
remove all blue light, turning the backdrop almost black. Actually I like the effect here. Blue light also tends to
throw focused edges off some, probably also a plus here.
Below Kalayla moved to the front of the stage for the floor part of her performance. Great for lighting – removing
the blue let me keep the curtain almost black while she had enough white light on her for something approaching
normalcy. And she never disappoints. I managed to catch this as she was finishing – she does make one smile.

There should be a few more from the show – I’ve yet to tackle some of the dancers in green light (not promising),
magenta light and orange light. April has the color jpegs, which hopefully serve their purposes. There are more
great moments caught than can be convertable to b&w – but I don’t give up easily.
…Added to the 2021 Bellydance folio HERE…
I confess that I’ve never had quite as much fun with my b&w as shooting Rogue Swan and Bellydance
performances.
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Summer of Love – Moxie
Sep 16, 2021

My camera position at the Summer of Love performance was off to the left. Moxie, Marion Jackson, performed
most of her numbers close to that position – so I was able to do some extended shooting in my effort to get “the
image” that I wanted. In the end I wound up using just about the last shot I did of her for the intro here. So many
were better than expected, even in the what I call “low-to-no” light, that any one of over half would have been
great.
At the same time I worked up something akin to what I’ve done for Jess – this time a sequence of eight
exposures from the same song, arranged in two rows. Octaptych would be the technical term. Moxie, like Jess, is
something of an animated singer – as one can see in this series. In fact images 2,3 and 4 were all exposed in
three fifths of a second (consecutive exposures in a 5-frames-a-second burst) – as hard is that is to imagine.
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Summer of Love – Moxie

Sometimes it’s hard to believe the strength of the voice that comes out of such a petite young lady. There is
plenty more Moxie, as well as the rest of Rogue Swan, in the folios. The Rogue Swan index is HERE…
That finishes up the Summer of Love performance at the Vandiver – however I do have a couple of fun efforts
from the rehearsal in the works. But I’ll have to take a break and get caught up on some other stuff first.
Upcoming in October is the Halloween show – sold out again already. We’re a little antsy here as to where we
will all be with COVID at that point.
Added to the folios HERE… where the octaptych appears a little larger.
Previous Post | Home Blog
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From the Bellydance Gala – Two that I Changed my Mind on
Sep 20, 2021

B&W photography sometimes has more in common with other creative fine arts than what most people see as
“photography". Not only in the process but in that, similar to a painting, watercolor or say charcoal, there can be a
lot of ambiguity near the finish. Is it done, is it overworked or should it have even been attempted the darn
thing??? I can’t count the times I’ve backed up to rework previous versions, or picked up where I left off thinking I
was finished, or crap-canned the entire thing.
These images have been sitting in my “I-don’t-know"” folder for over a week now – begging for some sort of
decision. Occasionally I go in there and try to clean house. I like something about all of them, but something,
almost always my treatment of the image, still bothers me. Sure I’m fighting horrendously low and atrociously
colored lights, but none of that was the problem with these.
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From the Bellydance Gala – Two that I Changed my Mind on

I know to fret over the set-asides because past images that I’ve felt this way about have all too often become
favorites, either emerging with more work or simply growing on me – others of course have been
unceremoniously dropped from the folios. Images have hung in this state for a year or more. I simply consider
them my ambiguities. A short anecdote at the bottom of the post might help illustrate this phenomenon.
The intro image – Kimala Nar – is already growing on me. While I do enjoy bellydance, who doesn't, I’m not
usually a big fan of the dancing with props. Combining that with the strong accentuating effect conversion from
heavy blue lighting to b&w had, I sidelined this one, wondering if I’d gone too far with it. Going back for another
look, I could see the poses Kimala eased into as creating sort of her own still pictures on the stage. The outfit,
stance, expression, even the hair, were in sync with the daggers. The heavy blue lighting was effective in
isolating the live view. Converting the blue to monochrome dramatized the image, for better or for worse. In this
case it allowed me to set the level where I thought it should be. In the end, while not the effect I reached for, an
effect i grew to prefe.
The second image I’m pulling out of my ambiguities is one I had some fun with, and then worried that it simply
did not fit in with the whole bellydance theme. The dance troop is She Serpents. I see b&w performance
photography as an opportunity to use what I do to bring out aspects of the scene that the stage and lighting
environment tends to suppress. Burning dodging, color filtration, isolating focus, vignetting, eliminating, just a few
of the tools at hand. This one sort of breaks that role/rule. These three dancers took center stage at one point to
do the many-armed thing we often see. The issue there is that it really only works for those viewing straight-on.
From an angle – not so much. Live, the mind can compensate, but the camera doesn’t do that.
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From the Bellydance Gala – Two that I Changed my Mind on

If I’d had a center view image I might have used it, ignoring this one. But lacking that on all of my exposures of
the scene, I just couldn’t stop looking at the one showing the eye in the back. After I worked it up, I set it aside. I
like the image for what it does and says, but again am conscious of the fact that it is not expressive of what the
performers were about, and nothing that they would celebrate. But after a wait I decided that I just can’t resist
using it…
Both added to the folios, larger and downloadable HERE…

The Anecdote:
Jim Hopkins was a very fine local artist, and good friend for many years. He passed over a dozen years ago
now – and the pride and joy in my work studio is a small watercolor self portrait he made. He would, at least once
a year, hold an open-house sale where he would hang new paintings downstairs and up – and serve food or
course. Any efforts that he felt were too feeble to frame, but possibly not bad enough to burn, he propped against
a wall upstairs, asking $25 for them.
On one such occasion I made a beeline for the upstairs studio and stood in absolute shock at an 11x14
acrylic/pastel painting of a couple of pears. It was (IS) magnificent, and priced at about an eighth of what it
should have been. As I bought it he told me that it was brand new, and about how much it frustrated him that it
just didn’t turn out like he planned.
I took it home and framed it nicely. The next time he visited he stopped in front of it, almost in shock, finaly
seeing what I was seeing. Realizing he should have just set it aside for a while, all he could say was: “I phucked
up, didn’t I?"
Oh, and the self portrait – it was a very intense 8X11 watercolor quickie that he made for his booth one weekend
when he did an outdoor art show in Delaware with us. Only to get disgusted and go to throw it away at the end of
the weekend. At which point I picked it up and was told I could keep it.
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An Other People's Art Posting – Maria Annegarn
Sep 24, 2021

It’s been a while since we acquired a new piece for our collection. We were in the RiverView Gallery here in
town, where Nan and I both have work, looking around and spotted this. I opened the lid and knew we had to
have it – and kind of surprised by whose tag was inside. It’s Annegarn piece – we have a collection of her human
figures.
It’s called “Tree Vessel” and is a full eight inches tall and eleven long. When you take the lid off, it’s not only got a
cool (and possibly functional) inside, the lid sports a bare footprint with an inscription: “Life is daring adventure or
nothing at all.” Inside view below:
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Of course we immediately laid it away – finishing paying for it this week. We’ve been acquiring choice fine art
pieces from local artists for a few decades now, and have one heck of a collection. When it comes to innovative
ceramic art, Maria’s are some of our favorites. She takes chances, experiments, says something. You can find
her work at Riverview scattered around, usually pretty small but always grabbing the eye – if you go in looking,
ask Tam where some of them are.
We will treasure this one…
p.s. still awaiting my printer replacement, arrrrrgh. When it comes I’ll be able to move some new work into the
gallery – yay. Supposedly it’s a matter of weeks now instead of months…
Previous Post | Home Blog | Next Post
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Finishing Up with Summer of Love Images
Sep 29, 2021

This finishes the images from the Summer of Love performance by Rogue Swan at the Vandiver Inn – at least for
now. And actually these were from the rehearsal the evening before. I say finishing up, but I’ve so often gone
back over exposures and found promising images to work on months or even years later. One’s perspective
changes – usually for the better. So sure, one can’t save everything – the trick is to only throw away the absolute
junk. Anything showing anything approaching promise needs to be preserved. The all important exposure is just
a beginning, the foundation upon which all else is built.
The intro image is a septych showing April Monique (Burril) rehearsing one of her numbers. She was really
getting into it so I thought I’d join a few of the shots together.
I did Moxie a couple of posting ago, from the performance. I also like this one from the rehearsal:
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Added to the folio HERE…
Previous Post | Home Blog
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First Friday in September – Drum Circle
Sep 30, 2021

Wow, First Friday in October is tomorrow and I haven’t finished with September yet. I did have a lot of work
backed up, but one of the reasons I’m running behind is that I got bogged down with someone’s old Mac. My rant
below. But first the wonderful Drum Circle. The intro image was fun to shoot, if not a little awkward to align
because it has to be a little wider than I usually prefer an image. I exposed it to keep the kids sharp while
keeping the adults slightly off focus. It’s an adult and kid friendly atmosphere. Cliff Giles, the guy who started the
phenomenon in the early days by setting his drum outside his wife’s shop on First Fridays – it’s evolved
amazingly, is in the center background in the intro shot (and in one of the others here).
Then a couple individual kid shots. The first was wearing a “ALWAYS AMAZING” shirt and really getting into her
playing. The girl in the second is standing in the center enjoying shaking the “rattles” – ok, I have no idew what
they’re called. I caught her just as she realized someone was taking a picture.
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Added to the First Friday 2021 folio HERE…

RANT
Please people, if you have any concern whatsoever for the SANITY of friends that you ask to fix problems with
your computer please do NOT do ANY of the following, ALL of which I recently had to overcome:
• Neglect to know what your computer password is…
• Have no record of what telephone number OR email address is associated with your Apple account…
• Have no clue what your Apple password is…
• Leave expired credit cards as those used by the accounts…
• Have a computer that, heaven knows how, has NO administrator, with you as a restricted user – how does that
even happen. It took a half hour finding and typing terminal commands to get around this.
• List all your major applications as Login Items so they all try to launch on boot-up…
• Change so many settings that I had to Google at least two of them because I had never heard of them (like
putting all folder labels off the the right instead of underneath)…
• Have, now get this, over 10,000 items in your download folder because it never occurs to you to empty it…
• Not have a record of your Verizon account name (with neighbors, lots come up)…
• Lose the paperwork so you don’t have the long, multi digit password Verizon gives you… (ok, one for Verizon –
including both zeroes and “o”s in a long password with both letters and numbers can get confusing to some
people not used to spotting the difference – as well as difficult for the rest of us to explain)
• Kill your keyboard and substitute a 25 year old original iMac keyboard so gunked up it was next to impossible to
type on…
All this, adding in that the associated phone number turned out to be their land-line – requiring keeping the
phone handy to answer automated calls every time one of those confirmation boxes came up and getting the 4
digit code that way, precious… Both Apple and Verizon were very cooperative and nice about everything – in
fact, I got hold of people who, along with me, found humor in the situation.
Previous Post | Home Blog | Next Post
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First Friday in October
Oct 3, 2021

Beefore I begin a recap, in probably three parts, of some images missed in processing those from First Fridays
from July through September, I give these three from October. Two of my regular, and favorite subjects are the
Drum Circle and the Street-Chess setup outsice Concord Point Coffee. In the intro image Cliff Giles – creator and
leader of one of the more popular stope for people attending First Fridays, is always there to give pointers to kids
joining the circle – or adults like me with little sense of rhythm. And I swear the older Cliff gets the cooler he
looks.
The next image, one of the street-chess boards, is a little different. Not everyone has the same way of “playing
chess”. After playing kissie-kissie with the two “horses" and carefully placing them in this position, this young lady
is trying to figure out what to do with the kings.
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Lastly, here is one I already posted on Facebook for Nan. It’s an iPhone shot of one of JimmyO Burril’s large
Halloween paintings that adorn some of the main drags right now. Nan wanted to see what I could do with it in
b&w. That’s some of the First Friday Washington Street crowd in the background. I’m looking forward to tackling
this again the evening the town does it’s Halloween trick-or-treat downtown thing. Maybe I can get some witches
to pose with it…

Placed in the First Fridays 2021 folio HERE…
p.s. It occurs to me that, in spite of the fact that most b&w photographers do enjoy what they do, I just gotta be
having more fun with it.
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First Fridays Catch-up #1 – Duke, Guitar Solo and Three Classic Beauties

Somehow I got a little behind in my First Friday images – and it’s something I really enjoy covering. I've just
posted my images from First Friday in October, and I still have images to work up and post from July, August and
September. So this is the first of probably a few postings, interspersed with anything new that comes up, devoted
to filling in the gaps. A couple of images here I had fun with. The intro shot is our own classical pianist Duke
Thompson – playing the cow-bell in the Drum Circle. I love his expression as he cought me aiming a camera at
him. the second shot is an electric-guitar solo on the next block down – I have a nice shot of the three members
of the band in an earlier posting (see the folio to see both).

Finally, as I passed the local bridal boutique – to the side of which guitar guy was playing, I aimed my iPhone at
what I would call three classical beauties out front, in the heat, promoting the boutique. I couldn’t resist doing
some vignetting to set them off as they deserve.
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First Fridays Catch-up #1 – Duke, Guitar Solo and Three Classic Beauties

I cannot figure out how they look so cool while I was so soaked in sweat that my photo-vest had to be thrown in
the laundry when we got home. Next I’m working on four or five more iPhone shots from the same First Friday – I
had just acquired a used iPhone 11 Pro, with its array of three lenses, and wanted to try them out.
Added to the First Friday folio 2021 HERE…
Previous Post | Home Blog
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First Fridays catch-up #2 – iPhone Drum Circle Tests
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First Fridays catch-up #2 – iPhone Drum Circle Tests
Oct 8, 2021

I had just picked up my used iPhone 11 Pro – talk about a prohibitive price as new, wow. Anyway, after I got the
few shots I thought I wanted with my camera, I put it down and decided to see what the added telephoto and
extra-wide lenses on the phone could do. The telephoto or 2x, used on four of these shots, is more like a normal
lens. It actually did pretty good, good enough to possibly leave the normal camera lens home in lieu of carrying it
int my pocket for when I might need it (the 75-300 or 85-210) are my primaries. The phone’s ultra-wide has all
the distortion I feared, although in some circumstances the effect could be kinda cool. I’m not sure about here. I
used it as the intro anyway because, in spite of flaws, it does capture a moment.
The four “portrait” lens shots:
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First Fridays catch-up #2 – iPhone Drum Circle Tests

More Catch-up First Friday to come. Added these (larger & downloadable) to the 2021 First Friday folio HERE…
Previous Post | Home Blog
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First Friday Catch-up #3 – Finishing August
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First Friday Catch-up #3 – Finishing August
Oct 9, 2021

I admit it, I HAVE to start paying more attention to the names of bands playing First Fridays. Problem is there are
so many – almost every block sports a group. From now on, a pen and paper in my pocket. It probably shouldn’t
be necessary, but for the life of me I haven’t been able to find a list of them on line afterwards. Arrrrrgh.
The intro shot is one of the bands taking to the street during a break to take a selfie. I almost didn’t catch it in
time – this didn’t last long. The following image is of the singer – with arm raised here blocking her face – striking
a cool pose, with a gargantuan keyboard hanging from her shoulders:
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First Friday Catch-up #3 – Finishing August

The last shot is a couple of guys who got a lot of double-takes. I did not ask what it was really all about, deciding
that “no comment” would be the more appropriate title for the image:
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All added to the First Fridays 2021 folio HERE…
Previous Post | Home Blog
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A Short Pride Day Posting
Oct 14, 2021

The Pride Day festival in Havre de Grace is something to be proud of – it’s a full-on family affair. And this year, in
spite of having to be postponed and other issues related to COVID, was no exception. There wasn’t quite as
much happening, but then again there was a lot more food available. And then something came up and we
couldn’t stay for the grand finale – which I was looking forward to photographing.
So just these three images will be added to the Pride Day folio for now – expecting that the next festival will once
again occur in June. Note that, while I do shoot a lot, I pointedly hold back images that I feel it would be
inconsiderate to use, especially if they include children. The intro shot shows just one of the many groups that
stood in line to get their pictures taken with drag queen Dustyn Dawn after her performance. I love it when I get
an opportunity to shoot someone else posing a group for a shot – it’s really catching a moment.
The second shot, below, is Dustyn Dawn as she performs to a Brittany Spears number on the little runway they
set up for that this time. And, yes, she did do a backflip in those heels, wow.
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A Short Pride Day Posting

My last image here is something of a Havre de Grace Promenade “nature" shot. MC and performer “Bev” (taking
a break from very high hells) and Dustyn Dawn off to the side of the stage while one of the other acts keeps the
crowd entertained.
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A Short Pride Day Posting

For now these three will reside on the Events 2021 folio – soon to join past Pride day images in their own folio,
awaiting more in June.
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First Friday Catch-up #4 – September
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First Friday Catch-up #4 – September
Oct 19, 2021

As with everyone, this is a busy time of year. And I’m playing catch-up on top of that. This should come close to
finishing up addition to my First Fridays folio for 2021. They get added to preveious posted September images.
Maybe one more quick trip through all the First Fridays exposures. The Opening shot here is a welcome addition
to the street-chess collection. I call it “ I’ll just swap my bishop for your queen here…”. I like the expression on the
lady in the background.
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First Friday Catch-up #4 – September

Second is a shot I grabbed, early on before dark, of the “lady” on stilts. Those wings can light up too. I just liked
the composition:

Last is another quick grab, walking by the Havre de Grace Green Team booth, where they were selling honey –
and dressed for it. We would have gotten some, but local honey is mostly clover honey. After our time on Easter
Island, eating avacado honey, we make a point to order ours, even if it is all the way from California.
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First Friday Catch-up #4 – September

Added to the folio HERE.
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The Rest of the Images from the Autumn Moonshine Bellydance Gala
Oct 26, 2021
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The Rest of the Images from the Autumn Moonshine Bellydance Gala

This took a while for a number of reasons. One was the intro image for this posting. The exposure was probably
my favorite for a number of reasons – but it was a nightmare to process. The solid blinkety-blank blue light that
was on April at the time was the worst of this lot. Over the last month I tried converting the RAW file at least four
times, in three different converting applications. Each led to disaster and unusable files. I must really enjoy
beating my head against a solid brick wall. So this week-end I went back to the most promising path, converting
the RAW in Capture One, and tried another path. And I got something I could at least work with – mostly. The
process left the arms and hands, which were being shadowed strangely, almost black – Nan probably could have
painted this picture faster than I did all the brush-work on it. But here it is – Havre de Grace's own April Monique
looking like thise lucky enough to attend the Gala saw her. I can’t wait to print this one – if my darn printer ever
gets here…
As I took breaks from the image of April, I worked up the following seven images – completing my Bellydance
folio for this year. And this time I have names – again thanks to April. And definitely check them out in the folio
where they look larger, better and are downloadable: HERE… (these will probably be moved soon but I will leave
a link here when that happens – as events are shot sometimes their placement needs take on a life of their own).
It seems belly-dance includes a lot more than I originally expected, as seen in some of the images below. It
seems that most of these are class instructors and/or award winning dancers.
First, we’ve watched sword dancers before. This masked lady was a little intimidating the way she swung those
things around. Here’s two of her, the approach followed by the I’m-ready-to-take-you-out stance. I love the eyes
– here’s Megan Lee:
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The Rest of the Images from the Autumn Moonshine Bellydance Gala

Next is BamBam on the left (gotta love some of these names) – she added a little Renoiresque voluptuousness
to the show, nice. And Sabiha on the right, displaying lots of “attitude”.
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The Rest of the Images from the Autumn Moonshine Bellydance Gala

I caught Emily Gonzaga, on the left, in mid spin – she can move. I had to zoom out a tad and later crop in just to
make sure I caught everything in the frame. On the right is Jordanah Ashvah, who did more of a traditional
dance, using the woven basket in a similar way as others used the sword – sort of a “kinder/gentler” touch. As
with all of these, while the solid color lighting, whether it be yellow, red, magenta, orange or blue (arrrrgh), created
issues in conversion to b&w, getting true color would have been impossible.
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The Rest of the Images from the Autumn Moonshine Bellydance Gala

Finally, and this is definitely a favorite for both of us, is Kalistra. Every once and a while you watch someone who
just stikes you as someone you think you would like to get to know. She had me coming up with titles for my shot,
like “You’re six hours late, where the hell were you?” She got some great cheers and applause at the end – as did
all the performers.

I can’t stress this enough – anyone who attends one of the local bellydance haflas is going to be glad they did.
The ladies put on a great show… Again, these can all be found full size on the 2021 Events folio page HERE (for
now).
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A Night of Mischief #1 – Bre
Nov 2, 2021
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A Night of Mischief #1 – Bre

A Night of Mischief, Magic & Mayhem at the Vandiver – this was the lowest light, most challenging shoot for
Rogue Swan yet. Of courseit was, it was Hallowee. I set my Fuji cameras on ISO 12800, dialed my shutter speed
down from 1/250 to 1/200 just to get in the ballpark, climbed up on a short step stool against the wall – getting
down occasionally to circle to a sharper angle, and fired off about eight hundred shots.
The color exposures got turned over to Rogue – I’m pretty happy with those. Ain’t gonna get any mongo
enlargements, but they turned out better than I expected. B&W isn’t as forgiving – and here I thought ISO 6400
was rough. More on that at the bottom.
Bre is a powerhouse singer, and fun to shoot. I have enough good shots to make two postings just of her – but I’ll
wait on that posting while I mix things up a little. The opening image shows Bre belting one out. When she grabs
the mic in both hands I know some power is gonna flow. The second shot catches Bre at a different mic, with
some of the decorations behind her. I love this one.
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A Night of Mischief #1 – Bre

Next is just an exposure of Bre being cute, even in the harsh lighting and shadowing.

Again, these have been added to the folio, beginning a new page for Rogue – A Night of Mischief…
Shoot Notes:
Up through 3200 my work flow is pretty stable – use Capture One’s Fuji RAW converter and then move them out
for completion. At 6400 it’s a little hit-and-miss, sometimes I have to try a number of converters to get to a good
starting position. With 12800 (along with a few that were a full stop underexposed at that – making it 25600) I find
I have to use Fuji’s X RAW Studio app – it lets you use the camera itself to convert to a JPG, your own way – then
I open it as a 16-bit TIFF. I really hate to go through the jpeg step, but as yet X RAW Studio will not export as a
TIFF – and this is getting me more usable files than any “preferred” pathway – albeit still with a LOT of work to do.
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A Night of Mischief #2 – More Bre
Page 1 of 3

Nov 3, 2021

A Night of Mischief #2 – More Bre

There are a lot of images to process for rogue Swan’s Night of Mischief… performance. But before I move on,
I’ve got four more shots of Bre. I was going to come back to them later, but I really enjoyed working these up.
And there are simply too many really nice shots of her this time to leave any out. I picked a couple of my
favorites, and then Nan comes in and says "What about that one, and than one, and than one?" I wound up with
a dozen to work on, eventually bringing seven to the table.
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The seven Bre images can be found in the Night of Mischief folio here… where Bre really, really comes to life.
I’m working on Katie Gordon next – I pulled out six, to which Nan added another dozen, ouch. So I imagine quite
a few will make it to the table.
• Work-Flow Update
I’m certainly not one to run out and get any new piece of graphic software that comes along – I like to take the
30-day trial and, generally, toss them. One reason for all my testing is that Fuji’s X-Trans sensor – completely
differrent from all other brand sensors out there, creates RAW files that do not convert well in software created
for all those other guys. It’s a little bit of a frustration, but surmountable. Lately I’ve simply been using Capture
One’s free RAW converter app designed for Fuji. It’s actually pretty good, though pretty frustrating and awkward
to use. But then it pretty much fell on it’s butt with images from my recent Halloween shoot – where everything
was exposed at iso 12800 (many a stop underexposed even at that).
DxO PhotoLab 5 is out, with a new beta X-Trans converter (Photolab 4 simply didn’t do Fuji). Hot darn. It is
taking those expected-to-be-almost-hopeless exposures and making them not only an intuitive dream to work on,
results are measurably better. OK, at the end of the month this thing is going to cost me some bucks, but for the
images it will save, and the hours of torturous brushwork it will eliminate, it will be worth it.
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A Night of Mischief – Katie 1

Katie Gordon, lead singer for Rogue Swan. I had, at least what Nan I both saw as, so many good shots that we
just couldn’t eliminate as many as I needed to for posting. I tried, but she started beating me over the head. We
got together and set aside eighteen for me to work on. From the first nine came these seven Katie images. This
is the first of two postings, and there are nine more candidate shots. As always, they will remain in the folio
section.
This was a Halloween performance, at the Vandiver here in town. Hence the makeup and a couple of the
“expressions”. Nan selected the opening shot – by far her favorite. The rest, below, I offer without comment –
other than that Katie and her troop put on quite a show. At the same time they offer me an opportunity to do what
I love to do, my b&w.
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All of these were shot at iso12800 with a Fuji X-t3 and the phenomenally superb 50-140 f2.8 lens – 1/200 of a
second at f2.8. They have been added to the A Night of Mischief folio, where they are much larger, really shine
and are downloadable.
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More Rogue Swan Night of Mischief – More Katie
Nov 9, 2021
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More Rogue Swan Night of Mischief – More Katie

Well, it WAS a Halloween show – hence the selection for the featured image. This could be right out of a b&w
version of Hocus Pocus… I’m finishing up my series of Katie Gordon images with four more. Then, with the folio
page in mind, I plan on backing up and including a transition shot between Bre and Katie – a performace shot of
the two of them. That along with a cool shot of Katie and L.H. James leading to a series of him. Now more Katie:
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How Did I Miss Posting This – Halloween iPhone Window Shot
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How Did I Miss Posting This – Halloween iPhone Window Shot
Nov 11, 2021

I grabbed this in town on my iPhone – I do enjoy taking in-town iPhone window reflection images. Then I forgot it
was on there until now – well after Halloween. Bunny Worthington, sometimes with a little help from Tam, does
the windows at RiverView Gallery in town. It’s where both Nan and I have our work (mine way behind on
updating because my printer died June1 and I AM STILL WAITING SHIPMENT OF MY REPLACEMENT AND
CAN’T PRINT).
So I’m inserting this posting, with the next Rogue posting ready to go tomorrow.
I’p putting this on the Halloween folio page – trying out some new organization ideas.
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L H James – A Night of Mischief and Mayhem
Nov 12, 2021

James told me, with a little evident satisfaction, that he’s always the “bad guy”. Well, only in fun. He’s just so
good at it. In the featured image he’s with Katy, acting out some sort of scene. The images below are my
favorites from his numbers. Low light seems to become him…

2
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L H James – A Night of Mischief and Mayhem

Aded to the Night of
Mischief folio here, where
all are full size and
downloadable…

2
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More Night of Mischief – April and Natasha

Continuing my attack on the scarily high-iso/low-light exposures from the Rogue Halloween performance at the
Vandiver. Group action was even trickier, but I will do some up later. Focused on individual portraits – you do what
works best under the circumstances. First, always expressive and exuberant April Monique. The intro shot was
caught mid-spin – I held the shutter down for maybe six frames for that, netting the one usable exposure. Hair is
flying and profile is just shy of sharp. The two below are from different singing numbers. Because April is both in
Rogue Swan and a major player in the bellydance Haflas, I’m amassing a large collections of April images.

Then there was the Saxaphone player
in the far corner from my position off tot
he side of the staging area. I can’t
count the number of times I aimed my
lens at her, taking singles and waiting
for just maybe some deep knee bends,
arched back, etc. The light was even a
little dimmer there (bummer). I get the
impression that this young lady is
setting her sights on an orchestra at
some point – venues where clowning it
up just might be a little frowned upon.

I believe her name is Natasha Herlinger – I’m
sure I will hear about it if I’m wrong. She and
her sister sometimes play with Rogue, on
multiple instruments. I usually see Izzy with a
violin in her hands.
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Moxie, Scott and the Dance
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Moxie, Scott and the Dance
Nov 17, 2021
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Moxie, Scott and the Dance

Still working on the Halloween show at the Vandiver. Evvery image from this show is like working a difficult to
diabolical level sudokus, challenging but kinda fun. Otherwise I would be done by now, having shared a lot more
images per posting. Nan says my idea of fun is more like slow torture. My apologies for taking so long. Today I’m
adding a couple of Moxie / Marion Jackson – managing to catch her in a still moment for the intro shot here. Talk
about being able to belt out a song. Before I knew and got used to all their names, I kept notes labeling Rogue
members with quick nicknames – so many to keep track of. Marion’s was Roller Skate Girl – she spent the
greater part of an earlier production on skates, on stage – quite a feat.
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Moxie, Scott and the Dance

Next a close-up of Scott Kukuck singing. Actually, even though it was a Halloween performance, Scott was the
only one who actually looked kinda scary. Not sure I’d want to meet that on the street in the dark, especially not
on Halloween.

I debated whether attempting something from the final image here at all – and then questioned posting it. It is the
most underexposed shot from the shoot – two to three stops from the iso 12800 setting. The raw file is almost
black. Then there was the yung gentleman whose head blocked the bottom half with two large Xs shaved into the
back of it – had to crop considerably. So I’m posting it a little smaller, keeping it dark (detail is simply not there)
and doing my best to suppress the very considerable “noise”. Even with all that, I captured a moment – L H
James coming out onto the floor and dancing with his wife Katrin.
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Moxie, Scott and the Dance

More images to come, though for some reason I’m saving the more complex for last, the diabolicals…
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Mya – from Night of Mischief
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Mya – from Night of Mischief
Nov 19, 2021

I can’t count how many shots I grabbed of Mya, the youngest member of Rogue Swan, spinning jumping and
kicking – in the dark. It was more a matter of holding the shutter down for a five frames a second burst (I can do
8 and 11 but try to avoid it). and crossing my fingers and toes. Dozens were thrown away as useless, a total of
eight retained for closer examination. From those the two gems below were able to be pulled, albeit kicking and
screaming. The fascinating thing is that these are consective exposures – less than 1/5 of a second apart – Mya
was really moving. For the intro image I used the horizontal of Mya and her father Scott – primarily so I could
show these side by side. And yes, they will be larger on the Rogue Swan Night of Mischief folio page.
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Mya – from Night of Mischief

Scott, her dad, came out onto the floor to accompany her for a bit – yielding the intro shot and this one at the
end:
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Mya – from Night of Mischief

It’s becoming pretty obvious that Halloween is definitely a Rogue Swan thing to look forward to locally. We’re
looking forward to the Christmas show on Thursday the 16th of December – How Rogue Stole Christmas. A few
tickets are still available and this will be grand fun. These are on the new:
page 2 of images from Night of Mischief.
I’m getting all of these new images, and still have not recieved my new printer. The replacement for the one that
died has been on backorder for going on six months now – I’m no longer amused.
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It's a Rogue Halloween – a cople of random shots
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It's a Rogue Halloween – a cople of random shots
Nov 22, 2021

It took half a pot of coffee to eke an image out of the exposure for the intro image. Nan: “Oh quit whining!” One
can simply enjoy the singing, or follow along with the plot, often including plants in the audience. It always makes
for a great event. This is something of a random shot posting – as I put off for last two tricky postings: one
showing some wide-angle shots with a lot of activity, and a look at the “cow bell” melee that was the finale. The
tricky part will be that of selection. In both segments the action was so fast that there was a lot of burst exposing,
and a heck of a lot to choose from. My secret weapon there is Nan – nothing like a brutal, harsh, opinionated
critic to force one to make some needed decisions and/or choices.
Left to rightL Caleb gordon and Jes Langley with their backs turned, Scott, Bre, Nate Gordon on keyboard in the
background, Katie, LH James, Moxie and Alex Fintak.
Below I caught Rogue beauty Jessy Gordon-Burtell (deep in the shadows) dancing with her husband. She looks
well recovered from having their first baby earlier this year.
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It's a Rogue Halloween – a cople of random shots

Below I caught Rogue beauty Jessy Gordon-Burtell
(deep in the shadows) dancing with her husband.
She looks well recovered from having their first
baby earlier this year.

This is Rogue member Joseph Murphy,
along with his partner/guest/friend?, taking to
the floor from the audience.
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It's a Rogue Halloween – a cople of random shots

Finally a stretch shot back into the background to catch Jeremy Hicks-Kachik in his own groove. He seems to
like to wear those horns for Halloween.

All added to page 2 of the Rogue Swan Night of Mischief folio…
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When Katie Sings on Halloween – Everyone Dances
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When Katie Sings on Halloween – Everyone Dances
Nov 24, 2021

Shades of "Hocus Pocus". I managed to grab a peek at some of the Rogue bunch dancing to Katie’s Halloween song.
That’s Jess, Bre and Mya mid-frenzy (Jess Langley, Bre Lewis and Mya Jee Kukuck. The second shot, below, is a wideangle view of a good portion of the cast, plus a couple from the audience, dancing to Time Warp. Not the sharpest – when
everyone is moving it’s almost impossible catch “peak” of movement for all at once. Took some work, but it manages to
catch the tone.
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When Katie Sings on Halloween – Everyone Dances

Now on to sorting through the images of what I call the “more cow-bell” melee that was the finale – having no idea at this
point if it will be a small or large posting. Both of these are added to the Night of Mischief folio here…
Previous Post | Home Blog
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More Cow Bell – Jess Punches up the Finale Melee
Nov 29, 2021

Wow, I’m finishing up Halloween before December. Rogue Swan events are fun to cover, and I get to flex my b&w muscle.
Other than Halloween, it’s pretty straightforward – a handful of images. But they pull out all the stops when it comes to the
dark and macabre. The Strange Case of Rogue Swan, tthe Halloween show at the Opera House provided enough for a
pretty hefty book. And it’s taken me a month to finish up with this year’s dinner-theater celebration at the Vandiver in town.
All of these were shot hurredly, standing on a step-stool, in the dark, in fingers-crossed burst mode at iso 12800. This was
the celebratory final number – accented by Jess, the group’s crooner, coming out of the audience to bring us all “more
cow-bell”.
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These finish up the Rogue Swan Night of Mischief folio, here… larger and downloadable.
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Christmas Parade – a few shots in the dark…
Dec 13, 2021
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I refer to these as “shots in the dark” because I often have no idea who I’m aiming the camera at until I see the results.
Most of the light is coming from the parade, not on it. Sometimes it works, more often not. The opening image here,
actually the last in the set, had me chasing JimmyO up the street. Funny too, I cought this with my first burst of five or six
exposures. Yes, it’s Christmas, definitely a “color” holiday – so I posted the color version on Facebook so all the locals
could see it. Admittedly even I like it better, just not as an addition to my b&w set of Havre de Grace Christmas Parade
images. Once again, I was stuck shooting at ISO 12800 – oh joy.
Four more images below:

Window on the Parade – Bocamexa Taqueria
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Night images, especially crowd exposures, show more shadow detail as as they are enlarged. All of these have been
added to the Havre de Grace Christmas Parade page HERE… where they are a little larger, joining images from 2017,
2018 and 2019.
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Rogue Christmas at the Vandiver – a Christmas Challenge
Dec 21, 2021

Christmas in b&w – now there’s something of a challenge. I began by doing up a pretty nice color version of one of the
shots and sending it to Lilli and Katie. Then I lost myself for a while in experimenting, wasting half a day trying out various
split toning options, the more promising being magenta and green – Christmas colors. At first I thought I liked the effect,
but soon tired of it. Oh well, back to my purist b&w. Various degrees of reverse vignetting, the inverse of the dark
vignetting so effective for most performance exposures, “brightened” things up a little.
Once again, of course, pretty much everything was shot at iso12800, something I'm getting used to now. Makes for a little
(sometimes a lot) more work but there’s something to be said for an image that fights you all the way – and you still win.
The first three from the show are, in order: “Bah Humbug” Nate and Katie singing their one duet, “Baby, it’s Cold Outside”
with Katie and Brian, and Moxie (Marion Jackson) getting down with Brian singing what I believe was an Elvis Christmas
song.
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These open the final new folio page of the year – How Rogue Stole Christmas, where they are a little larger, etc.
More coming up – just a busy time of year. I’ve really enjoyed coming up with a work-flow for sets of low-light action
images shot at insane iso settings. While I don’t often get that far into those things here, I’d be happy to if anyone is
interested – it IS a little bit of a process. Of course, it works the same way on the color versions.
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An Annegarn Work as a Christmas Present – an other people's art posting
Dec 26, 2021
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An Annegarn Work as a Christmas Present – an other people's art posting

We went to our local RiverView Gallery looking for a Christmas present for out oldest girl – they were in need for some art to hang on
their walls. After almost an hour of considering a number of pieces, Nan noticed this set of 3.25x5 inch ceramic and wood pieces on a
table, not yet hung. Bingo. Didn’t know they were Maria Annegarn’s work until we looked at the tags. She’s one of about a half dozen
local artists that we’ve wound up, without trying, collecting. We have a number of her wonderful, small human figures.
If it wasn’t Christmas, we’d be looking for a place to hang them – but it does feel good to give something you would want for yourself.
Then you know it’s a good one. Caron took this picture for us after she hung them. OK, I moved them a little closer together in
Photoshop so I could squeeze the image in here. Darn I like these… And the one we get out just for Christmas – her Christmas Lady.
That’s a lump of coal in the bag

Maria doesn’t seem to have a web site any longer, but her work can be found in RiverView Gallery in town – she does have a
following…
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Three More Duets from Rogue Christmas at the Vandiver
Dec 30, 2021

I know, kinda slow getting these up. Like most people, very busy right now. Here are the rest of the duet pairings from Rogue Swan’s
Christmas show at the Vandiver. Again, I’m having a great time meeting the challenge of iso 12800 w/lens wide open and trying to
keep both in focus. Reverse vignetting the edges helps keep the image looking a little bright and holidayish.
The opening shot, Katie and son Jess, sports a tiny bit of manipulation. Their mics were a little further apart, twide the distance shown.
I simply removed that part of the background, closing it in. Otherwise, the same picture. Then there’s Katie and Alex and Moxie and
Alex.
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Added to the folio page – How Rogue Stole Christmas, where they are a little larger, etc. Now on to the rest of the images. After
which I have some end-of-yeat adjustments to make to the site – and get back to the rest of the Easter Island images still to be
included.
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